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VOLUME TWENTY-FOUR.
W. WALTERS,

J- W. ROYER, M. D.,

ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND.

The Cheapside Magazine? Upon my the aesthetic point of view, is generally
word, this is too much, sir. A young believed jto be of Roman origin. I t
was not known to or at least never
man like you too!”
Frank Ashleigh looked at him with used by the Greeks, and.although the
shape appears in certain specimens of
astonishment.
“May I ask what you mean?” he be Hindoo architecture it is of false vari
ety—th at is, a succession of protruding
gan.
“I mean this, sir—th at the idea of corbels. In China, on the other hand,
your marrying my daughter Is prepos we find it of most widespread and gen
terous—most preposterous. No; I won’t eral application, and examination
hear another word. If I’d known about shows th at the principles involved are
It sooner, you should never have set thoroughly understood. The universal
foot Inside this house or spoken to my use of the design in all parts of the
daughter. Never mind, sir—I say, nev country and the undoubted antiquity
of so many of the existing examples
er mind. It’s done now.”
clearly demonstrate that it long ante
“W hat’s doner’
“Never mind. Good evening, sir. dates any possible foreign suggestions
Your hat’s in the hall, and the hall and go a long way to establish it as of
door opens into the street. I don’t Chinese origin, a department, however,
T he C heapside M agazine . )
which, like printing and gunpowder,
L ondon, July 27, 1899.
}
want to see you again.”
Dear Sir—After reading your story, entitled
never passed beyond the national bor
“I
shall
write
to
you
about
this,
sir,”
“ The Detective’s Dilemma,” I have no alternative
ders.—Engineering Magazine.
but to return it. The matter and style are as said the indignant suitor as he rose to
feeble as the others you sent; You appear to be go. “I am justified in demanding an
very young and to possess an utter lack of grasp understanding.”
Trie End of tlie Storm.
of matters or ideas. I do not wish to discourage
“After a long rainy day,” said Mr.
“Confound him!” muttered the irate
you, but your line is evidently not literature,
GOslington. “with the rain failing
and I should advise you not to waste any more old gentleman when he was gone.
ceaselessly and with seemingly every
time in scribbling such effusions as you have been “Write to me, will he? He’s written
sending here. Yours faithfully,
T h e E ditor .
quite enough already, the Impudent prospect of its keeping on falling all
Harold Vincent, Esq.
night and the next day and all the next
scoundrel!”
Mr. Gregory brought his fist down
week, when I have stopped looking out
Of
course,
there
were
tears
and
en
upon the table with a crash.
of the window to see if it was going to
“Well,” he ejaculated, “I’ve had a treaties galore that night, but the old clear up and have settled down, with
good many rejections, but never one man was obdurate.
“I tell you, Lucy, I won’t hear of it. curtains drawn, to comfort and a book,
that came up to this. It’s worse than
I’ve
got my reasons. No, I won’t tell I hear, after nightfall, somebody pass
a printed form! I never heard such
you
why.
Lucy must not see the fel ing by in the street whistling. That
impudence in all my life! And to
means always just one thing—the storm
think th at such an idiot as this should low. I won’t have it—there!”
is over, and the weather has begun to
And
when
he
reached
town
the
next
deprive the public of the chance of
clear, and when I go to the window
reading really good things and proba day he sat down and wrote to his wife, and look out now I see that the side
telling
her
he
wished
her
and
Lucy
to
bly get as much as my junior clerk.
walks begin to show dry patches; not
for doing it! But they’re all a set of come home at once. He planned this only has the rain ceased, but things
out
on
his
journey
up.
And
he
inclosed
fools,” he added savagely as he unlock
have already begun to dry up.
ed a drawer in his writing table and a severe little letter to Lucy, telling
“I have never known this sign to fail,
her
again
th
at
she
was
on
no
account
disclosed a bundle of rejected MSS.
and I have never known a long drawn
that had evidently done long and serv to see Frank Ashleigh any more.
But she did, all the same. And a storm whose final happy clearing away
iceable duty—through the post.
sad
little girl she was when Ashleigh did not set some cheerful hearted per
However, before he left his office
met
her on the sands between Cromer son whistling.”—New York Sun.
that afternoon he again unlocked that
fatal drawer, sorted out another MS., ind Overstrand.
ENCOURAGING T H R lF I.
“I can’t understand it, dearest,” he
put it in an envelope and deliberately
directed It to the editor of The Cheap- said. “I assure y o u -I haven’t the ABusiness Man Who Has Found That
It Pays.
side Magazine, 682 West Fleet street, slightest idea what your father has
against me.”
“I always have confidence In people
E. O.
“Nor have I, Frank. He won’t say. who save a little money out of their
“I’ll try him again,” he muttered
But’
look at this dreadful letter I’ve salaries,” said a prominent western
savagely, “but I won’t condescend to
merchant, “and I do what I can to
answer his letter. If he doesn’t accept had from him.”
Ashleigh took the letter and looked encourage habits of thrift. I employ
this, he’s the biggest fool in all Lon
don, for it’s the very best thing I’ve at it. The next moment he uttered a about 75 clerks in my establishment,
shout of astonishment.
to whom I pay weekly salaries ranging
written.”
“Is this your father’s writing?” he from $10 to $40. Naturally enough
As he went to the station he posted
more of them get the former than the
It. The next morning the editor found asked.
“Of course it Is.”
latter amount, but they are none the
it with a batch of others. He opened
“113A St. Mark’s buildings, E. G. less worthy on that account.
It casually, glanced at its contents and
“In the beginning, when I employed
exclaimed: “Another! Well, that’ll lié Lucy—Lucy—is that his business ad
dress?”
only two people, I lived pretty close to
by till I get. back from my holidays.”
them, and I knew how thriftless they
*
*
■*
•
•
*
*
“Yes.”
“I t’s all right now, Lucy. Give me a could be when they were not encour
It was about a month later. The
August sun was pouring down his fortnight, and I’ll undertake to get aged to be otherwise. I have discharg
warmth upon the sand cliffs of healthy your father’s consent to our engage ed more clerks for that sort of thing
than for any other cause. They spent
Cromer. The beach was crowded with ment.”
The following Tuesday morning Mr. their salaries, large or small as might
visitors. The golf links were positive
ly dangerous with the continuous fusil George Gregory found an envelope in be, in a reckless fashion and let debt
lade of white balls. Seated on the his private box addressed to “Harold accumulate quite regardless of the
grassy cliff top, just at the edge of the Vincent, Esq.” He tore it open and rights of creditors.
“As my business increased, and with
links, looking down on the quaint old produced a typewritten letter as fol
it my profits and my force of people,
town, was a bright, merry looking girl lows:
Dear Sir—I have much pleasure in informing I began to give the matter, more study,
of about 20, with a face decidedly
that I have accepted your story, entitled and in the end, when I felt able to be
pretty, the more so because of the you
“ The Stolen Diamonds/* for publication in The
pleasing smile that, played around her Qheapside /Magazine. Proofs will be sent you in of material assistance in encouraging
the course of a few days. 1 am glad that my let thrift and honesty, I proposed a yearly
dark eyes arid mouth.
of last month did not discourage you and recognition to those who would save
Her companion was a tall, good look ter
congratulate you on your very marked im something out of their salaries. I t was
in'» venue man of some 30 years of must
provement in style and diction. Yours truly,
small at first, but was so successful
T he E ditor.
age. He was dressed in flannels, with
Mr. Gregory could scarcely believe that today I haven’t a clerk who has
a straw hat on the back of his head.
“Only another week and X must be his own eyes as he read. At last! He not some kind of a bank account and
back at work,” he was saying, “but it’s had succeeded in getting a story ac not one. who willfully refuses to pay
his debts. When we get a new one
been a delightful holiday. I never cepted.
who
refuses to take advantage of the
A week went by, and then one morn
thought when I ran down here to see
the Johnsons for a couple of days that ing Mr. Gregory found a fat envolope opportunities afforded, we let him go
I should have staid so long or enjoy waiting for him, addressed to “Harold at the end of the first year.
“My present plan is to double the
Vincent.” It contained the proofs of
ed myself so much.”
savings
of all clerks who receive $10,
She avoided the admiration of his his story. From morning until night
he gloated over them. He corrected $12 and $15 a. week; to add 25 per cent
eyes and gazed into the dim distance.
“I, too, have enjoyed my holiday them with black ink, with red ink and to all who receive from $15 to $25 and
with blue pencil. He posted them in 10 for those over $25. A clerk on $15
very much, Mr. Ashleigh.”
“May I say,” he continued, after a a registered envelope, and he went a week or under cannot save much,
short pause, “that I hope this happy back to his suburban villa delirious but as a rule that class of clerks have
no one to maintain but themselves,
holiday of ours need not come to an with happiness.
“A letter for you, papa,” said his and if one cannot save more than $25
end, Miss Gregory? You know what I
out of his year’s labor it is rather
daughter very demurely.
mean.”
She knew the writing; so did he. It pleasant for him to get $25 clear profit.
She raised her eyes and looked at
Those who receive the larger amounts
read as follows:
him with a radiant smile.
usually have families, and their sav
“I t need not, so far as I am con
My Dear Sir—Since my return to town I have
been anxious to call upon you to ask an explana ings are not large, but whatever they
cerned,” she said softly.
of the misunderstanding: which arose be are they are com fortably increased.
Aqd the August sun beamed down tion
tween us at Cromer. I still most firmly and re
“One of my $1,200 a year clerks, with
upon them with a huge smile. It had spectfully urge my claims as a suitor for your
seen this sort of thing at the seaside daughter’s hand, and I think it only pure justice a wife and two small children, saved
myself to ask for an explanation of your sud $400 last year, and my check for $100
before, but it was a joyous novelty to to
den animosity toward me. Therefore I propose additional was deposited to his account
them.
calling upon you this evening at a little after 8. the day after New Year’s. A young
•
•
•
*
*
*
•
Tours truly,
F rancis Ash leig h .
Voman in charge of a department at
“Mother will be getting quite anxious
Lucy watched her father as' he read $900 a year has ffimost paid for a nice
about us,” said the girl as they re it.
little cottage in the suburbs out of her
traced their steps to the town, “and
“A most straightforward and busi extra, and so the list runs on through
it’s Saturday afternoon too. Father nesslike letter,” he muttered to him
every branch of the business. I make
will be coming down.”
self. “He is quite right to take such
“I suppose r shall have to seek an a course. I was abrupt with him. it a condition th at all current obliga
interview with him,” said Frank Asb- Lucy, my dear,” he added, “this is a tions must be met at the end of the
léigh. “Will he be very terrible, do letter from Mr. Ashleigh, asking me to year, so that the savings are actual net
you think? And what will Mrs. Greg see him tonight. Are your sentiments profit
“Every year some of the clerks are
ory say?”
toward him unchanged?”
not entitled to any extra, but if this is
“Oh, mother will be all right. She
“Yes, father dear. Are yours?”
the result of sickness I assume a part
half suspects already, I believe. And,
“My dear child, you don’t understand or ail of the doctor’s bills. You may
as for father, you’ve seen him several business. Sometimes it is necessary to say it costs something for me to do
times now, and I fancy he has a good put young men to the test.”
this and I am under no obligation to
opinion of you. There’s only one thing
An hour later Mr. Gregory and Frank do it, and you are right. But I have
that he’s sure to be particular about, Ashleigh were closeted together in the the best class of clerks in the city, and
and that is the question of income.”
study.
as a result I guess I don’t lose enough
“I haven’t any fear on that score,”
“Well, well,” said Mr. Gregory at the by it to necessitate an assignment at
replied Frank Ashleigh. “I’m getting conclusion of the interview. “You must an early date,” and the merchant smil
a good salary for my editorial work excuse what happened, but a parent’s ed with very evident satisfaction.—
and a nice little sum for odd scrib feelings, young man—a parent’s feel Washington Star.
bling.”
ings are not always to be controlled,
So the next evening the great inter and—and—I completely broke down un
Answered tine General.
view came off. Mr. Gregory, had been der them on that occasion. But I
“The old sappers were admirable fel
July prepared and coaxed and pre meant nothing, my dear boy, absolute lows,” says a writer in Cassier’s Maga
vailed upon to ask Frank Ashleigh in ly nothing. We all make mistakes zine, “as brave as lions, though some
to dinner. He had also called upon the sometimes—and—you were mistaken in times rather stupid. A certain penin
Johnsons and been assured th at Ash me, you know. And now let us join sular general rode down to some sap
leigh was a model young man arid in Mrs. Gregory and Lucy. They’ll both pers who were digging trenches and
receipt of a good income. '
be glad to see you, especially Lucy.”
commenced to cross question one on
After some humming and hawing on
•
*
*
•
*
•
*
his duties. You must know that a
both sides the subject was duly reach
“Your story will appear in the No gabion is a "basket which can be filled
ed and discussed.
with earth and so made to stop a bul
vember number.”
“May I ask what your income is,
So wrote the editor of The Cheapside let, and a fascine is a bundle of fag
Mr. Ashleigh?” said the old gentleman. Magazine to Harold Vincent in answer ots.
“Weil, altogether I am drawing near to a letter of inquiry.
“ ‘Now, supposing the first sapper in
ly $4,000 a year.”
On the morning of the 1st of Novem the trench you were driving were
The other poured out a glass of port ber Mr. Gregory bought Hie new killed,’ said the general, ‘what would
and drank it with a satisfactory gulp.
you do with him?’
Cheapside Magazine.
“You are in the publishing trade, are
“ ‘Stuff him in a gabion, sir,’ said
And then he read his story. Some
you not?”
how or other he wasn’t satisfied with the stolid sapper.
Frank Ashleigh smiled.
“ ‘And what would you do with the
it after all. He read it again. No, it
“I am partly an author and partly certainly did seem a little feeble.
second if he were killed?’ said the offi
an editor.”
Next evening Frank Ashleigh came cer in surprise.
“ ‘Make a fascine of him, sir.’
“Eh? What’s th at you say?”
to dinner.
“The general rode off without an
“I make between $1,000 and $1,500 a
“I’ve had an awful wigging over a
year by writing”—
story I’ve published,” he said, “and other word.”
“How the dickens do you do it? I’ve caught it hot from the firm. I
English Civility Amazes Tourists.
How, in heaven’s name, Is it done?” tried to do the author a kindness,”
The American who comes here for
cried George Gregory in unbounded went on the editor, “but this is what
admiration. “Why, I—never mind. Go comes of it. The worst of it is, he’s the first time is always amazed a t two
on,” he added.
sent me another batch of stories. What things—the civility with which the
policeman wields his enormous power
“And then I get $2,500 a year for my am I to do to them?”
editorship.”
“Burn them—I mean return them,” in the regulation of the traffic and the
civility of the servant. The ultra demo
“Twenty-five hundred a year! Man said Mr. Gregory.
alive! Why, it’s more than I pay my
They were returned and burned.— cratic call the latter servility, but they
like it all the same. One of the things
chief cashier! Is this income likely to Harmsworth Magazine.
we regret, in common with all English
continue?”
men who travel, Is the gradual extinc
“I expect a rise next year. The firm
The Arch of Chinese Origin.
which owns the magazine seemë to ap
The Chinese structures that impress tion of those “good old hostelries of
preciate my work.”
the engineering observer most strongly the country towns.” They are still to
.“ And what periodical do you edit, are the bridges, the pagodas, the city he found and are cherished by those
pray?”
walls and certain details of building who know. But the times have changed
construction. The arch, th at beautiful and the old fashioned style of hostelry,
“The Cheapside Magazine.”
“W hat! You—you are the editor of structure from the scientific as well as where good cheer and a hearty wel

How utterly astonished and amused
his friends would have been could they
C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder, have seen the correspondence which
P ra ctisin g P hysician,
lay before him a t that moment! But
TRA PPE, PA.
TRAPPE, Pa. Office a t his residence, nearly
not even his wife and daughter knew
opposite Masonic Hall.
Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed. his secret; not even did his confiden
tial clerk or the junior partner know
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.
anything of the mysterious packets
jy j Y. WEBER, m. D.,
which from time to time arrived at the
DWARD DAVID,
office addressed to “Harold Vincent,
Painter and
P ra ctisin g P hy sician ,
TSsq., 113A S t Mark’s Buildings, E. C.,”
but the postman who brought such
P a p e r-H a n g e r,
EVANSBURG, Pa. Office Hours : U ntil 9
■packages dropped them into the pri
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.
CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA. J » “ Samples of paper
vate box of office 113A, and Mr. Greg
always on hand.
ory alone had the key.
jg A. KlU'^EY, YI. !>.,
Mr. Gregory picked up for the third
M. MERKEL,
or fourth time a typewritten letter and
H o m eo p ath ic P hysician,
read to himself as follows:

E

w

OOLLEGEYILLE, Pa. Office Hours : U ntil 9
a. m.; 6 to 8 p, m.

g

B. HORNING, M. D.,

P ra c tic a l B a rb e r

(Successor to J . F. Illick), CO LLEG EV ILLE,
PA. Having worked in some of the leading
shops of New York, Philadelphia and Europe, I
feel confident th a t I can please the most par
ticular in my line of business. Give me a trial
and be convinced.
3au3m

P ra ctisin g P h y sician ,
EVANSBURa, Pa.

Telephone In office.
Office Hour« nntll 9 a. m.

Q

P. SPARE,

C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder,
jQR. B. F. PLACE,

IRONBRIDGE, PA.
Contracts taken for the construction of all
kinds of buildings. Estimates cheerfully furn
ished.
fiaply.

D entist,
COR. M AIN AND Db KAEB STREETS
NORRISTOW N, PA.
Rooms 308 and 305. - Entrance, Main Street.
Keystone Telephone, No. 75.
Take Elevator.

Q h e a p and Reliable Dentistry.

I,S,Borneman,fife

T

H. HAMER, M. D.,

H o m e o p ath ic P hysician,
CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA. Office Hours : Until
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention
given to ear, nose aha throat diseases. 23au.

JP S, KOONS,

209 SW EDE ST., NORRISTOW N, PA.

SC H WENKS Y IL L E, PA.,

In active practice 20 years. The only place
where Pure Laughing Gas Is made a specialty
for the P a i n l e s s extraction of teeth ; 38,000 gal
lons administered the past 6 years. Beautiful
Artificial Teeth inserted. Charges Reasonable.
English or German Language spoken.

And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con
tracted a t lowest prices.
lloct

D

R. S. D. CORNISH,

p

D EN TIST,
CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA.

First-class Workmanship G uaranteed ; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.

JJR . FRANK BRANDRETH,
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman,)

D EN TIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. PractUal Dentistry at
honest prices.

Tjl G. HOBSON,

A tto rn e y -a t- L aw ,
NORRISTOWN

and

COLLEG EY ILLE.

All legal business attended to promptly. Firstclass Stock Fire Insurance Companies repre
sented. A t home, Collegeville, every evening.

J^DWARO E. LONG,

A tto rn e y -a t- L aw ,
and N otary P ublic . Settlement of Estates a
Specialty. Practices in Bankruptcy Courts.
O ff ic e : Corner Swede and Airy Streets,
opp. Court House. R esid en c e : North Corner
Marshall & Stanbridge Streets, NORRISTOWN. PA.

QEO. W. ZIMMERMAN9

A tto rn e y -a t-L ^ lw,
325 SW EDE STREET, rooms 6 and 7, Fornance
Building, NORRISTOW N, PA.
At Residence, Oollegevllle, every evening.

M

S la te r a n d R oofer,

AVNE R. LONG8TRETH,

P. BALDWIN,

Real Estate Agent,
C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA. Hundreds of oppor
tunities for buyers to secure fine farms, excel
lent business stands, private residences in the
North, and first-class properties in the Sunny
South, upon reasonable terms No m atter what
you may desire in the line of real estate, we
have or will secure ju st what you want. Loans
negotiated.
12jy.

AINLESS EXTRACTING,
85 CENTN.
P Our
Lutest Improved Method.

Best Teeth, $5.00
Gold Crowns, 5.00
High Grade W ork Only at
Reasonable Prices.

TEETH WITHOUT PLATES.
ESTIMATES FREE.
CLEANING TEETH, 50c.

Fitzgerald’s Dental Parlors,
28 W. Main Street, Norristown, Pa.

t3 P Open EveniDgs and Sundays.

44To Err is Human.”
‘¡But to err a lt the tim e is crim inal or
idiotic. D on't continue the m istake o f
neglecting your blood.
W hen impurities
m anifest them selves in eruptions or w hen
disordered conditions o f stom ach, kidneys,
lever or bow els appear, take H ood's Sar
saparilla. 11 w ill m ake pure, léve blood,
and put you in good health.

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,

And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Crozer Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 5928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

A MODERN SAPHO.

QKORGE N. CORSON

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
NO. 48 EAST AIRY STREET, CORNER OF
DeKALiB, in front of Veranda House and City
Hall, NORRISTOW N, PA.
Can be consulted in German and English.

JOHN T. WAGNER,

- A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
414 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.
All legal business attended to with prompt
ness ana accuracy. Consultations in English or
German.
Can be seen evenings a t Ironbridge.
5jan.

J

1

* . ZIMMERMAN,

Ju stic e o f th e P e a c e ,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA. LegalPapers, Bonds,
Oeeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate busi
ness generally attended to. The clerking of
sales a specialty.

JOHN S. HUNSICKER,

Justice of th e P ea ce,
rtAHN STATION, PA.
Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a t
ended to. Charges reasonable.

B.

W. WEIKEL,

Ju stic e of th e P e a c e ,
TRAPPE, PA.
Conveyancer and General Business Agent.
Legal P apers, Deeds, etc., carefully drawn.

Claims collected.
charges.

Sales clerked.

Moderate
20jan.

F. W. Sctaen’s

Slarat Parlor
Collegeville, Pa.
Second door above
railroad.

are gone; all is still! Foolish heart, dost
I
thou quiver?
Itothing stirs on the lawn but the quick lilac
shade.
Far up shines the house, and beneath flows the
river;
Here lean, my head, on this cold balustrade!
¡Ere he come, ere the boat, by the shining branch
ed border
Ot dark elms shoot round, dropping down the
proud stream,
Let me pause, let me strive, in myself make some
order,
Ere their boat music sound, ere their broidered
flags gleam.
Last night we stood earnestly talking together;
She entered; that moment his eyes turned from
me!
Fastened on her dark hair and her wreath of white
heather;
As yesterday was, so tomorrow will be.
Their love, let me know, must grow strong and
yet stronger;
Their passion burn more, ere it ceases to bum.
They must love, while they must, but the hearts
that love longer
Are rare; ah, most loves but flow once and re
turn!
I shall suffer, but they will outlive their affection;
i I shall weep, but their love will be cooling, and
he,
As he drifts to fatigue, discontent and dejection,
. Will be brought, thou poor heart, how much
nearer to thee!
For cold is his eye to mere beauty, who, breaking
The strong band which passion around him hath
furled,
Disenchanted by habit and newly awaking,
Looks languidly round on a gloom buried world.
Through that gloom he will see but a shadow ap
pearing,
Perceive but a voice as I come to his side.
But deeper their voice grows and nobler their
bearing
Whose youth in the fires of anguish hath died.
Bo, to wait! But what notes down the wind^
hark, are driving?
’Us he! *Tis their flag shooting round by the
trees!
Let my turn, if it will come, be swift in arriv
ing!
1 Ah, hope cannot long lighten torments like
these!
¡Hast thou yet dealt him, O life, thy full measure?
World, have thy children yet bowed at his knee?
¡Hast thou with myrtle* leaf crowned him, O pleasj
ure?
Grown, crown him quickly, and leave him for
me.
—Matthew Arnold.

Finest grades of
ana tobacco
on hand.

JOHN H. CASSELBERRY,

S u rv ey o r & C o n v e y an c er.
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable.
P. O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
dence : Evansburg, Pa.
18oc.

ROBERT OEHJLERT,

Carriage Builder.
New and Second-hand Wagons constantly on
hand. Repainting and Repairing done in all its
branches. Rubber Tire p ut on.
ROYERSFORD, PA.

UNDAY PAPERS.
S
Different Philadelphia papers delivered
to ,hose wishing to purchase in Collegeville and
Trapp* every Sunday morning.
HENRY YOST, News Agent,
Collegeville, Pa.

Mr. George Gregory sat in his private
office surveying with anything but a
ipleasant countenance some papers that
;lay on the desk before him. ftfr. Greg
ory, the head of the well known city
firm of Gregory, Jackson & Co., was a
man of about 55 to 60 years of age,
irather massive of form and decidedly
heavy of face. He thoroughly under
stood the a rt of getting money by
trade, and his substantial house and
grounds at Surbiton testified to the
truth of this; but, to credit him with
any amount of imagination, to judge
by his face, would have been a foolish
thing to do.

DARE TO MAINTAIN THE TRUTH.

§§§§

come can be reckoned upon, possibly
does not pay.—London Express.
A Famous Murillo.

“The Vision of St. Anthony of Pad
ua” is one of Murillo’s greatest paint
ings. It was painted in *1656 and is
now in the baptistry of the cathedral
of Seville. The figure of St. Anthony
was cut out of the picture on the night
of Nov. 4,1874. «Telegrams were imme
diately sent to the consuls of all coun
tries, and it was discovered in New
York, where it had been offered to a
Mr. Schaus for $250. It was restored
to the picture by the great artist, Mar
tinez.
One of Barrie’« Triumph«.

M. Barrie did not shine conspicu
ously in many of his classes when at
Edinburgh university, but in regard to
metaphysics he had one notable tri
umph. He convinced the most unim
pressionable of all human beings, a
medical student, that he had no exist
ence, strictly so called. “He got quite
frightened,” Mr. Barrie remarked, “and'
I can still see his white face as he sat
staring at me in the gloaming. This
shows what metaphysics can do.”
J.

Forgot He Was Married,

“There was a lawyer of my acquaint
ance,” said a veteran member of the
bar, “who was eccentric in more ways
than one. He was very absentminded,
am t many stories are told of this an
noying failing. His home was a t Ro
meo, this state, but he had a large
practice in the local courts and resided
in Detroit most of the time. His wife
frequently visited him over Sunday.
It was in the flourishing days of the
old Michigan Exchange hotel, where
he had a small top floor apartment.
“I well remember the occasion of one
of these visits. The lawyer, who was
a free hearted fellow, had arranged for
a special dinner for himself and wife,
but when the hour came he failed to
appear, having, as it afterw ard trans
pired, forgotten all about his wife and
gone to dine with a friend. Late that
night he came to his hotel and went
to his old top floor room, while his
wondering wife waited for him on an
other floor. He ate his breakfast ear
ly and repaired to his office without
having seen her. When sh%, learned
th at he had been at the hotel rind eat
en breakfast as though he never hrifi a
wife, she packed her valise in high
dudgeon and took the next train home.
Finally the lawyer recovered from his
fit of abstraction, but he was obliged
to send his wife a telegraphic apology
in order to stay threatened divorce pro
ceedings.”—Detroit Free Press.
Hnnting For Ostrich Eggs,

“Once, and once only,” says H. B.
Tristman, an English traveler in Sa
hara, “I had the good fortune to take
an ostrich’s nest, although fresh eggs
were not infrequently brought in by
the Arabs. We observed with our tele
scopes two birds standing for some
time in the same spot and were in
duced to ride toward them. They
rapidly scudded off, but on intersecting
their track we turned back and re
traced it instead of continuing a' vain
pursuit. An ostrich’s track is by no
means easy either to follow or to re
trace, for his stride measures, when he
is at full speed, from 22 to 28 feet, and
the oblong impression of two toes a t so
wide intervals affords no very evident
track to any eyes less expert than
those of a Bedouin huntsman.
“We retraced the impression to the
spot where we had seen the birds
standing together and where the sand
was well trodden down. Two Arabs
at once dismounted and began to dig
with their hands, and presently they
brought up four fresh eggs from a
depth of about a foot finder the warm
sand.
“Ostrich egg omelet we always found
a most welcome addition to our desert
bill of fare and a convenient and
portable provision, for from the thick
ness of the shell the eggs keep per
fectly sweet and fresh for a fortnight
or three weeks.”
Why tlie Oyster Crop Fails.

It is pointed out that partial failure
of the oyster crop In certain years, the
diminution in size of the oysters on the
market and the extinction of many
oyster beds that formerly were famous
have been due to want of material for
the production of the oyster shell. The
beds throughout the oyster belt have
steadily deteriorated In late years and
in many cases become absolutely
worthless in spite of the fact th at food
has been supplied artificially a t great
expense and trouble and wire fences
have been used to protect the oysters
from the starfish.
For this trouble the defilement of
the w ater by sewage and waste of va
rious manufacturing establishments
have usually been blamed, sometimes
justly, sometimes without cause. W hat
the oyster must have or it will perish
Is a full supply of carbonate of lime
with which to build its shell. Near the
mouths of rivers, where carbonate of
lime In mechanical solution, as it is ex
pressed, comes down from the hills and
plains of the Interior In drainage, the
oyster has all the material it needs for
building its house, and at the same
time the inflowing tide brings it ample
food.—Boston Transcript.
Vigorous Measure«.

For a long time the favorite form of
“make believe” of little Faith was th at
of “getting married,” For weeks she
was a bride, marching down an imagi
nary aisle to the strains of an Imagi
nary wedding march to meet an imagi
nary bridegroom. At last, her mother
becoming tired of it, she said:
“Faith, don’t you know th a t when
you get married you will have to leave
me?”
This was a rude awakening, and the
game stopped.
Not long afterward she came to ask
the difference between “Miss” and
“Mrs.” To make herself clear her
mother said:
“Well, when yon grow up and be
come a young lady you will be Miss
Butler, but If some man should ask
you to marry him”—
“I’d call a policeman!” exclaimed
Faith, and her Interest was a t an end.
—Harper’s Magazine.
Tlte Hurry That KlHs,

I hate this shallow Americanism
which hopes to get rich by credit, to
get knowledge by raps on midnight ta
bles, to learn the economy of the mind
by phrenology, or skill without study,
or mastery without apprenticeship, or
the sale of goods by pretending that
they sell, or power by making believe
th at you are .uowerful. or through a

1.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE.
packed ju r y 'o r caucus, bribery ana
“repeating” votes, or wealth by fraud.
Men think they have got them, but
they have got something else—a crime
which calls for another crime and an
other devil behind that. These are
steps to suicide, infamy and the harm
ing of mankind. We countenance each
other in this life of show, puffing, ad
vertisement and the manufacture of
public opnion, and excellence is lost
sight of in the hunger for sudden per
formance and praise.—Emerson’s “Es
say on Success.”

TH E DAYS OF BOOTS.
WHEN BOOT HOOKS AND BOOTJACKS
WERE FAMILIAR ARTICLES.
Fine Footwear Was Then an Expen
sive Luxury, and Men of Fashion
Had a Time In Getting; Their Tight
Fitting Wellingtons on and Off.

Over on the other side of Canal
street, in the local Latin quarter, there
is a little cobbler’s shop th a t looks like
an etching by Durer. The tools, which
are stuck in leather loops around the
walls, have an air of serious antiquity
like decayed gentlefolk, and over the
threshold is an empty wicker bird
cage, canted at ju st the right angle to
make what the artists call “a good
composition.” The cobbler himself is
a smallish, stoop shouldered man, with
a perfectly bald head and Iron spec
tacles half way down his nose. The
other day he told a friend how the an
cient and honorable craft of boot
making had gone Into decline.
“I was working for myself two years
before the California excitement be
gan in 1849,” he said. “Those were
grand days. All gentlemen wore boots
then made out of the finest calfskin,
with tops about 12 Inches high.
The Wellington boots were fashionable
ju st before my time, but I’ve made a
few pairs, mostly for foreign gentle
men, and they looked very elegant out
side of tight pantaloons. The top was
generally morocco. I t hugged the calf
of the leg close and came to a point in
front, finished with a small red or pur
ple tassel. But the boot that every
body wanted was a plain, fine grained
calfskin, and it had to fit like a glove
or it wouldn’t do at all.
“Do you see those lasts up on the
shelf? Well, the men they were made
for are dead now, the whole crowd.
But I’ll bet you there isn’t one in the
lot th at hasn’t been patched and al
tered a t least 40 times. That shows
you how particular they were. Feet
will change more from year to year
than you have any idea of, and we had
to keep track of such changes so as to
make the boot set perfectly snng. In
those days a gentleman, especially a
young gentleman, who went into so
ciety wouldn’t have a boot that Tie
could wear without cursing for a first
week or so. They wanted them tight,
tight as wax, and every young buck
had his collection of boot hooks and
bootjacks to get ’em on and off. Those
tools were common birthday and
Christmas presents back in the forties
and fifties, and some of them were got
up very fine. I’ve seen boot hooks with
silver mounts and mahogany bandies
$100 a pair.
“The strain of pulling on a pair of
tight boots was so great,” continued
the little cobbler musingly, “th a t we
used to run the strap ends half way
down the inside of the leg and double
sew them, with waxed silk twist. A
young gentleman was actually killed
here In 1850 or thereabout by the
breaking of his boot straps. I remem
ber the circumstance well. He was
going to a ball and was sitting on a
stool in his room pulling on a pair of
new boots with the hooks they used
then. Both straps gave way together,
and he fell'over backward and hurt
his spine so that be died next day.
Yes, sir; that’s a fact. The family are
still living here, and I made boots for
one of his uncles up to less than ten
years ago. No; I can’t say there was
anything especially peculiar about the
boots of th at time except th a t they had
much higher heels than are worn now
and very light soles, generally finished
around the edge with a stitching of
yellow thread. A good pair of boots
could be resoled four or five times, but
it was seldom done. When they began
to wear, a gentleman would generally
give them to his body servant.
“The price of boots then was never
less than $16 and more often $20, and
the planters up the river thought noth
ing of ordering half a dozen or even a
dozen pair a t a time. I had one good
customer from Lafourche. He was a
fine gentleman, with grand manners.
One day he came into the shop to order
a pair of boots, and while I was meas
uring him to correct his foot he looked
a t me very sharp. ‘Will you allow me
to see your tongue?’ he said presently.
I was surprised, but I put It out, and
he pursed up his lips, like a man whis
tling. ‘Hum-m-m!’ said he. ‘How is
your appetite?’ ‘Poorish,’ said I, for I
wasn’t feeling very well ju st then.
‘Make me 1*2 pairs of boots this time,'
said he and walked out without anoth
er word. I felt kind of uncomfortable
for awhile after that; but, Lord bless
you, I’ve outlived him these 20 years.
“Boots went out of style in the sev
enties, but a good many of the old peo
ple still stick to them, and, for that
matter, some are worn even to this
day. I have four customers now that
I make boots for regular. They are ail
middle aged men, and I used to work
for their fathers and uncles. They say
th a t the high leather legs keep them
from catching cold, and they don’t
w ant the feet tight, but prefer them
large and roomy. So I don’t have to
go to the trouble of correcting their
lasts, as I did in the old days.
“I don’t make shoes,” added the old
man, with a touch of asperity. “I nev
er made a pair in my life, but it’s lucky
for me, perhaps, that they’ve taken to
wearing them and make them as poor
as they do. That brings in enough
cobbling to keep the pot a-bolling.”—
New Orleans Times-Democrat
......

Trie Murder of Sleep.

Speaking on the problem of city
noises, especially those which make
night hideous, the Westminster Re
view says: “When preventable noises
Invade the hours of sleep, the m atter
becomes serious, for In this busy, har
assing life sound rest at night Is an es
sential to the maintenance of the work
ing powers.
“One of the most alarming concomi
tants of modern civilization Is the in
creasing prevalence of lunacy and oth

er nervous diseases. ' The cause Is
doubtless to be found In the hurried,
anxious lives th at we lead, In the in
tensity of our stndies, the fierce diffi
culties of life with most of us. How
many breadwinners, whether profes
sional men, business men, artisans or
factory girls, return to their homes
day after day utterly exhausted by
their continuous labors I To such un
disturbed sleep is the best of all tonics,
but this Is often difficult to obtain, and
Its deficiency means impaired health or
even complete breakdown. The con
trast between the health and develop
ment of the agricultural laborer and
th at of the average Industrial opera
tive is due not alone to the out of door
life* and healthy occupation of the for
mer, but In no small degree to early
hours of retiring and quiet nights."
Selling? a Wife.

We often laugh at the credulity of
French people who believe that the
English still “sell their wives a t Smitflll,” but it is certain from the evidence
of the police courts and other sources
that some of the most ignorant of our
fellow countrymen, in common with
the equivalent Inhabitants of other na
tions, do occasionally transfer their le
gal spouses to other men for a consid
eration received in the belief th at they
are observing all the necessary formallties.
In looking over a collection of liter
ary and other curiosities in a Worces
tershire house a few days ago the writ
er came across an agreement duly sign
ed and witnessed which there are sev
eral definite reasons for regarding as
genuine, while there are none for
doubting its authenticity. It runs "as
follows, save for the suppression of the
names, the publication of which might
possibly be embarrassing to the pres
ent representatives of the families con
cerned:
“I , ---------- , hereby agree to dispose
o f ---------- , my wife, to M r.---- for the
sum of £10 0s. Od. In hard cash this
20th day of August, 1861. Witness my
h a n d ---------- . W itnesses——-— and
________

ft

—London P ost
Trie Shortest Addreis,

People who are universally known do
not require elaborate addresses. Prob
ably in any civilized country a letter
simply addressed to “The Pope” would
reach its destination, with at most the
addition of the word Rome. Similarly,
“The President, Washington,” would
be quite intelligible, though if the let
ter had to pass through lands using
different languages or scripts some of
the words might have to be duplicated
In translation.
The French journal Le Soir once
called attention to the fact th at some
names are found In France consisting
of one letter only. At the registration
of the birth of a child at Gagny, near
Paris, it transpired th at the mother’s
name was Rose B, not as an initial, but
as her full surname.
In Belgium there are several families
of the name of O, one Therese O hav
ing kept a shop in Brussels some years
ago. Further, there Is a parish of Y in
the neighborhood of Peronne. JBy no
extravagant fancy, therefore, .there
might exist a gentleman whose address
should consist of three letters only,
“M. O., Y.”
Waked Them Dp.

I t is related of an eccentric chaplain
to a foreign court that he became so
annoyed in consequence of his au
dience, or, rather, congregation, mak
ing a practice of going to sleep during
his sermons th at he resorted to the fol
lowing “awakening” expedient.
In the midst of one of his sermons be
drew forth a harmonicon from his pock
et and began to play. The one or two
who were still awake, astonished to
see such a performance in a pulpit,
awoke those who slept, and pretty
soon everybody was lively as well as
being fillefi with wonder.
This was the preacher’s opportunity,
for he a t once commenced a most se
vere castigatory discourse, in the
course of which he said, “When I an
nounce to you sacred and important
truths, yon are not ashamed to go to
sleep, but when I play the fool you are
all eye and ear."
Spinning; In Ireland.

The spinning wheel and the flax
wheel are still found In the Irish cot
tages, where many a girl has her wed
ding dowry of linen and homespun
made at home. Although it Is more
the task of the older women, there are
still girls who do their spinning stint
and lay by a certain amount for their
wedding outfit
A pleasant sight It Is to see the elder
ly Irish women outside their cottage
doors spinning the flax or the wool. As
long as the weather is warm the sturdy
Irish woman, old or young, scorns a
roof except to sleep under. The free
air and sunshine are her choice, and
the sweet sky is the fairest roof.
There is still an excellent market in
Dublin and London for homespun and
woven goods, and many ladies of the
nobility have of late done much to re
store the Industries of Ireland to their
former place.—Harper’s Bazar.
Swam Across.

“I understand your party threw you
overboard at the convention,” said one
politician to another.
“Yes,” was the reply, “but fortunate
ly I had strength enough left to swim
to the other side.”—Chicago News.
Trie Picture and trie Frame.

A well known artist used to tell a
good story concerning his first acade
my picture. He was favored by many
visitors to see it, his frame maker
among the number. This good fellow
took his stand before the work and
seemed buried In profound admiration.
“Well," said the painter, “w hat do
you think of It, John?”
"Think of It, sir? Why, It’s perfect.
You won’t see one better, I know. Mr.
---- has got one ju st like It.”
“What!” said the amazed artist. "A
picture ju st like that?”
“Oh,” replied the frame maker, “I
wasn’t talking about pictures. I was
speaking of the frame. You may believe me, sir, It’s the frames as gets
’em in, and th at Is ju st a beauty!”
Hearties* Advice«

“My brain is on fire!” tragically ex
claimed Mrs. Bobkins as she threw
herself down upon the sofa.
“Why don-’t you blow It out?’* absentmlndedly replied Bobkins, deeply
absorbed in the evening newspaper.
And then he dodged a flying hair
brush.
. . . ..... ...........—

*
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T he grooves and ruts marked out by human action are were isolated and detained on ac But before the white man who weds
Before You Purchase*
drop head, guaranteed for five years, $28, this week.
ft
Fleeced-Lined Underwear.
well worn and comparatively smooth ; habits good and bad count of the bubonic plague scare one of them can get his “ head right”
ft
In addition to the articles mentioned, we have everything in
Men’s Pants in Latest Styles Wool and
established he must go before the W e c a n a n d w ill g iv e y o u good Worsted, $1.50 to $3 00.
furniture needed in the household.
are but tendencies of force to “move along lines of least re- in San Francisco.
if
ft
v a lu e f o r y o u r m o n e y .
Cotton Pants, 75c. to $1.00.
That we are not as a nation grow Dawer Indian Commission and
sistence.” To turn aside from a beaten groove, or rut; or
f
t
ALL GOODS GUARANTEED AS REPRESENTED.
Hats'and Caps, a new lot, in latest shapes f t
path, is to jar the human anatomy more or less severely. It ing more careful is apparent from a several other bodies. This requires
and
colors.
months of time. Meanwhile if the
ft
is not an easy matter to form a new h a b it; even a bad one, glance at the annual report of the squaw is not disposed to turn over
See our liue of Winter Shoes, Boots, Rub
Superintendent of the Dead Letter
ber Boots and Shoes. Try our Waterproof f t
ft
but it is more difficult to get rid of an old one. The effort Office, which shows an increase of her cash the husband is in hard
Shoe, extra high top, double sole, or a pair
Each party’s goods locked in a separate room.
ft
of o u f Two-buckle Felt Boots, and have dry f t
Cannot he Beat.
expended in getting out of a bad rut is well spent effort, nearly a million pieces of mail mat financial straits. Chief Brown says
and warm feet the coldest day.
1
ft
the
reason
he
wants
white
men
to
every time. It is bad enough to g et into o n e ; it is much ter—the total number of pieces re
Horse Blankets, Stable Blankets and Plush f t
Spindle Wagons, Buggies,
marry
Indian
girls
is
that
they
can
Robes.
Over
30
styles
of
blankets,
from
60c.
f
t
ceived
being
7,536,158,
of
which
worse to stay th e r e !
to $7 per blanket.
Snrries, Phaetons,
35.000 were letters with no address become better civilized and that the
•
f
t
Floor Oil Cloths and Linoleums.
& 113 E. Main St.,
at all. Money to the amount of earnest white husband will develop
NORRISTOWN, PA. f t
a n d F a r m W a g o n s.
Keep your cattle and poultry in good, f t
T he enforcement of the law requiring pupils attending $44,140, and checks,, notes, money the land of the nation, and increase
healthy condition by feeding them Rauh’s
Stock and Poultry Food, a great egg pro f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t i f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t
public schools to be vaccinated has caused considerable com orders, etc., to the face value of its value. It is therefore a business
ducer. Bone Mills and Crushed Oyster
proposition
to
the
old
chief
and
one
$1,136,645
were
enclosed
in
letters
Shells in 100 lb. hags.
motion in various localities throughout the State since the
•which
will
benefit
and
uplift
the
Paints, Oils, Glass, Building Hardware, 2
opening of the present school term. In a number of instances received by the office during the tribe. The money hev pays white
and 3-ply Roofing and Paint for same.
year.
teachers have refused to instruct pupils because their par
Our Grocery Department is complete with
Mr. George D. Moulton, of Indian lovers comes from the tribal fund
good, clean, fresh stock, at prices as low as
207 Bridge S treet,
ents failed to have them,, vaccinated, i t is claimed that in Territory, who is now in Washing and Is deducted from the white
— AND—
the lowest.
citizen’s share of
some cases the parents are too poor to comply with the law, ton, says of his discovery of exten inter-married
future payments of money by the
P h c e n ix v ille . P a .
E. G. Brownback,
and in others the parents object to vaccination because they sive deposits *of asphalt on the -government to the Seminóles. The
TRAPPE, PA.
Seminole girls are dark and possess
have no faith in the virtue of the process as a preventive of grounds of the Choctaw Indians : all
the features of the regulation
“ This pure asphalt has not been
small-pox. The writer is not in a position to pass final judg
discovered heretofore in this Indian. Some of them might be
ment upon the question as to whether the particular law here country and there is no scientific considered pretty. They have been
T hese Days.
fairly well educated and all are
Flannelettes for wrappers
considered has sufficient intrinsic merit to warrant its en name for it. The chief supply for pleased to marry white men.
T a k e N o tic e 1
and children’s dresses. Guinea HERE’S A POINTER: If you buy iff
---- YOUR----forcement, or n o t; yet ample proof in support of vaccination asphalt has been the lake on the
now you’ll be that much ahead when
Hen Flannel for Skirts. Out
Christmas comes. We will lay it away
as a preventive of small-pox in its worst forms is not want island of Trinidad and the Gilsonite
until then.
ing Flannel, Shaker Flannel,
mines
in
Utah.
In
the
Indian
Ter
ing: But here is another question—Suppose a parent refuses
THE ONLY GENUINE
PORCRUAdN CLOCK : Dainty and
and Canton Flannel,
ritory there are mines of asphalt
INSPECT THE STOCK THAT IS
absolutely to have a child vaccinated and the child is sent where bituminous sand and bitum
artistic effects in delicate tints. JustSheeting in all widths,
therthing for an inexpensive and pretty
home from school and the parent keeps the child at hom e: inous limestone are mixed in such
SOLD AT THE
gift.
Tubing for pillow cases ;
Can the compulsory attendance law be enforced in this in proportion that the product is fit,
Rings, Silver and Ebony Novelties.
«►COLLEGEVILLE «•
Muslins, bleached and un Watches,
Umbrellas, Diamonds.
without other preparation than
stance and, if so, how ?
bleached ; Towelings, from We have a larger stock than ever. Pricesgrinding and heating, to be laid as
«¡S* F E E D %sS*
5 cts., up.
will be right.
street paving. The asphalt mine
CAN BE HAD OF
S ince election the anti-Quayites, from their headquarters which I found is about 96 per cent,
Linings and all Small No
is all right, if you are too fat:
in Philadelphia, have been industriously employed in dissem  pure.”
tions used for dressmaking,
In men’s Bals., Box Calf, Vici Kid, Russet,
Arrangements for the celebration and all wrong, if too thin already.
inating the information that Matthew Stanley Quay w ill not
such as bones, hooks and
and Enamel Leather have double sole, and
are calf-lined.
Fat, enough for your habit, u
be elected a United States Senator by the next Pennsylvania of the establishment of the capital at
eyes, shields, collar canvas,
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN.,
Washington, December 12, are healthy; a little more, or less, i;
Womep’s and Children’s fine and medium
O A K S , P A.
seam binding, etc.
Legislature. Those who have charge of Mr. Quay’s Sena
weight shoes. tiF “ A full line of RUBBER
practically complete. The Presi
BOOTS and SHOES.
torial candidacy announce their entire confidence in the suc dent will hold a reception to the no great harm. Too fat, consul
Buy the New Shape Cor 16 E a s t M ain St.y
Thankful for past patronage, a continu
set
for 1900 to have the cor
cess of Mr. Q uay; and both sides are sparring for vantage Governors of States and Territories, a doctor; too thin, persistently
D e a le r in th e B e s t G r a d e s o f
ance of the same is solicited.
NORRISTOWN. PA.
rect
figure.
Also
the
Silk
ground. There seem s to be but one issue in the State at this after which they will be escorted to thin, no matter what cause, take
I.e h ig h a n d S c h u y lk ill
-A.- "W. L O U X .
Opaque for dress trimming.
tim e tp engage the attention of the populace—the U. S. Sena the Capitol, where a joint Congress Scott’s Emulsion o f Cod Liver
T H E
ional
commemoration
meeting
will
Gilt
Braid,
too,
is
to
be
used
torial issue. All other considerations that are naturally as
be held id the hall of the House, by Oil.
for dress trimming, as well
sociated with the duties to be performed by the Legislature a military, naval, and civic parade,
UN D ER P R IC E D SALE
There are many causes o f get
as for millinery. Velvet BibAT BOTTOM PRICES.
early in the year 1901, are relegated to the rear to make room of which Gen. Nelson A. Miles will ting too thin; they all come
OF SPECIAL VALUED
bon is still on the lead and
for battle ground for the Quayites and their opponents. It be chief marshal, and in the even under these two heads: over FLOUR and FEED, GRAIN, FERTILIZ
here on hand.
is a contest between the majority and the minority factions ing a grand reception will be held
ERS, LIME, FIELD SEED, &c.
work and under-digestion.
Ready - made Wrappers, T H A T G I F T
of the Republican party in Pennsylvania, and it seem s to be in the beautiful Cocoran Gallery of
The Keystone Store, famous for right prices,
Overalls,
and a full line of
You were considering would better
Stop over-work, if you can;
Art. Addresses will be delivered
offers the following as friend makers
the persistent determination of the tail to thump the dog to at the Capitol by Senators Hoar,
combine the useful and beautiful—
Winter
Underwear
for
ladies,
for
further
patronage
:
it’s far more likely to give lasting
d ea th ! M essrs. Wanamaker and Martin, the twin war-chiefs Daniel and McComas and Repre but, whether you can or not
gents and children, at all
pleasure if it does.
take Scott’s Emulsion o f Cod
D re ss G o o d s— Which are a display of
of the anti-Quayites, having set about to hound ex-Senator sentatives Payne and Richardson.
prices. White Shirts, Col
judgment and taste from 25 cents to $1.00.
Pretty
Table China
Liver Oil, to balance yourself
Those who buy them praise them.
Quay to his political death, will omit no effort that a wrathful
ored Shirts, latest styles in
T H E D R O U G H T AS AN O BJECT
F la n n e l e t t e W r a p p e r s at 75 and 98
with your work. You can’t live
is always Safe to select for a wedding
vengeance—fired by the pangs of political remorses and dis
Collars and Ties, and every
cents, in which the price does not repre
LESSON.
gift—there’s
nothing more interesting
sent
the
value.
Ink
cannot
express
the
on it—true—but, by it, you
thing for Gents’ Furnishings.
appointments—may suggest to win the battle against the From the Philadelphia Times.
to young housekeepers than the furn
comfort and style in them.
ishings of the dining table. Here are
majority, to knock Mr. Quay from the political arena, and
W in te r U n d e rw e a r for Men, Women
The existing drought which has can. There’s a limit, however;
and Children. We bought them for their
thereafter dictate the future management of the Republican reduced the water supply in vari you’ll pay for it.
Naiad or Fruit Bowls
quality. You get them at a price estab
lished by competition with inferior goods.
party in Pennsylvania. That’s the scope of the racquet; ous sections of the State to the
Scott’s Emulsion of Cod Liver
MAIN ST R E E T ,
in effective decorations from Havlland,
In this line you get what we promise, and
the
noted Limoges potters.
and the Regulars who do not enjoy the situation must do the famine point and threatens to close Oil is the readiest cure for
what the goods guarantee.
C O LLEG EV ILLE.
coal mines and iron furnaces and
S
h
e
e
ts
,
size
81
by
90
Inches,
at
50
cents
;
Bread
and
Batter Plates
best they can under the circum stances and—saw wood !
pillow cases at 13 cents, and bolster cases
leave the farmers without drink for “can’t eat,” unless it comes of
in
delicate
tints and decorations of
at
25
cents.
They
are
the
same
old
qual
J J B. LONG A SON,
their cattle, shows that the move your doing no work—you can’t
ity at a new price.
At Small Prices for the Kind.
flower
sprays
or conventional figures*
W ASHINGTON LETTER. have the sympathy of the President, ment to protect the forest sections long be well and strong, without
— IN THEIR —
M uncy W o o l B la n k e ts , every pair
Men’s Viei Kid, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00.
biscait
Jars.
know that there is an enormous at the sources of our ■great river some sort o f activity.
guaranteed. They came direct from the
From Our Regular Correspondent.
Men’s Box Calf, $2.00, $2.75, $3.00.
factory, and go cheaper to you as a conse
amount of work that ought to be systems was not started too soon.
that are effective sideboard ornaments,
T
he
gen
u
in
e
h
as
quence.
W ashington, D. C., N ov. 16, 1900. done at the comiug session and that
Men’s Enamel, $3.00. | Boys’ Enamel and
as well as useful housekeeping ac
th
is
picture
on
it,
The greatest shortage of water ex
Kid, $2.00.
K a b o C o rse ts, the only corsets that
(Next door to Register Office,)
cessories.
—Caution and conservatism are the the best way to get it done is to ists at present in the mountainous take no other.
have
no
brass
eyelets,
can
only
be
ob
FRANKLIN SHOES—Satin Calf, Men’s,
If you have not
tained here.
most marked features of the •utter have as little partisan friction as regions which furnish the sources tried it, se n d for
“ Walk in and Look Around.”
$2.00 ; Boys’, $1.60. Men’s Satin Calf, $1.50.
free
sa
m
p
le,
its
a
ances of the Senators and Represen possible.
of the Lehigh and Schuylkill rivers greeab le ta ste will
oooOooo
Are ready at all times to give their patrons
tatives who will shape the legisla
Senator Thurston, of Nebraska, and exists because these sections su rp rise you.
first class service. Just such meals as yon
tion of the coming session of Con expresses the opinion that an army have been denuded of their forests. SCOTT & BOWNE
w ant; all the delicacies of the season, and
C
h
em
ists,
gress. There is, of course, some reorganization bill will be passed at No proper provision has been made
Pearl Street,
the best of everything the market affords.
talk about extreme political legisla the coming session of Congress; to protect the young timber from 4 0 9New
York.
Oysters served in every style.
HARDWARE, CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS,
Keystone Dry Goods Store,
tion, but it doesn’t emanate from the also that the Nicaraguan Canal bill forest fires, and the result is that
A home-like place for country people and
5D c. and $1.00; all d ru g g ists.
TOYS, ETC.,
men who have the necessary influ will get through in some shape, these hillsides are in many instances
townspeople to be served with meals or
M
ain
S
t..
O
p
p
o
s
ite
P
u
b
lic
S
q
u
a
r
e
,
ence to get their ideas carried out. probably differing considerably as barren as Sahara’s desert and
lunches. Remember the place, No. 5 West
ANTED.
58 and 60 East Main Street,
e t YOUR Posters Printed nt
Two good carpenters immediately.
Main Street, next door to Register Office,
These men, and it is believedvthey from the bill passed by the House hold no water in reserve to supply
the Independent Office.
Apply to F. W. WALTERS, Trappe,Pa.
N O R R IS T O W N , P A .
and a few steps from Swede Street.
NORRISTOWN. PA.
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WE HAVE MOVED

GEO. F. CLAMER,

H*ARDWA RE

§3= SAVE YOUR COWS

Electrical and Bicycle Supplies,

OIL

UP, WILLIAMS,

Heaters

K ow

K u re ,

BEST

Reason
able

w
1
W. P. FEN TO N ,
1
LARGEST FORNITORE HOUSE
DRY GOODS Fall & W inter

ft
ft
ft
1
i
ft
1
1
1ft

Hardware. Oils, Paints, Glass. &c

1ft
1ft

s

m SPECIAL BARGAINS
FOR THIS WEEK 1
mClosing Out Lot of Handsome Sideboards. 1I
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m
m
m
m
Special Inducement
m
I
m
m
m

»
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Our $12.00 Harness

i :: STORAGE FOR HOUSEHOLD GOODS. ::

n

GUS E G 0 LF,

If. S. Benjamin & Go.

New Fall

FARMERS,

W inter
Goods !

» ‘» ‘BEFORE BUYING

i

T h i n k in g -

#

About
Presents

F A L L SH O ES

G etting CEREALINE
Thin
SHOE t STORE

J. D . S a l l a d e ,

A. E. HOOD,

-

C

O

A

L

-

3816 STORES

D R Y - GOODS

Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,

Up-to-date SHOES FOB MEN!

NEW RESTAURANT,

No. 5 ¥ . Main St.. - Norristown, Pa.,

H . Ii. NY C E,
6 1 Mali Street, Norristown, Pa.

G

W

MORGAN WRIGHT

H. E. E lston,

esa
W H Y NOT?
Made Young Again.
regiments. Comrade Jones was
taken
prisoner
and
was
confined
on
Mrs. Catharine Bechtel, residing
About one-third of the inhabitants
The Marston Company that pre
On Sunday evening, November 25, Belle Isle for a time, but was ex BY DANIEL TALLON, LORD MAYOR OP “ One of Dr. King’s New Life Pills each
night for two weeks has put me in my ‘teens’
sented Uncle Tom’s Cabin at Iron- of Cementon, six miles north of Al with her son Henry D. Bechtel of Noah Mack will hold services in the changed at the time of the Maryland
again,” writea D. H. Turner of DempscyLONDON.
TERMS — #1.0*> PER YEAR
bridge Tuesday evening, gave a lentown, are seriously sick from Upper Providence, and Mrs. Susan Mennonite meetinghouse. All in campaign in 1862. He was the
town, Pa. They’re the beat In the world for
Kulp,
of
Lucon,
Skippack,
recently
strseet parade in this borough Tues typhoid fever, and there have been
vited.
::
IN ADVANCE.
t:
Or course I am an advocate of Liver, Stomach and Bowels. Purely vegr
father of our Post, and a most loyal,
table. Never gripe. Only 25c. at Culbert’s
eight deaths within the past ten passed the 86th milestone on their
day afternoon.
women’s
suffrage. Why not ? The drug store.
Adam
Mensch
has
gone
to
Pottspatriotic
man.
The
Post
has
lost
days. Many are exceedingly ill, life’s journey. The aged ladies are
many brave comrades by death, but interest that it gives to women in
and in more than one case the en twin-sisters, and both are able to town for the winter.
Thursday, Nov. 22, 1900
death of Comrade Jones is to be municipal government is in itself an
A W in d f a ll.
tire family is down with the disease. be about and take an interest in
The Crescent Ltterary Society the
UBLIC SAUK OF K X T R A
routine daily affairs. It is probable will meet on Saturday evening, lamented because of' his activity in educating force. It is in sympathy
Henry Underkoffler, of this
HEAVY LEBANON COUNTY
G.
A.
R.
affairs,
the
interest
of
his
CHURCH SERVICES.
that they are the oldest twins in the November 24, at the Mennoaite
borough, has received back pen
with
the
spirit
of
the
age,
which
is
T o u r o f In s p e c tio n .
FRESH COWS!
county if not in the State. D. D. school house. All are cordially in Post, his fidelity to his comrades,
St. James’ Episcopal, Evansburg : Key. A. J. sion to the amount of $495 and an
and his readiness to help the needy enlargement and not restriction.
Poor Directors Franklin Eppe- Bechtel, of this borough, and A. D. vited.
Barrow, rector. Services every Sunday. Morn increase of pension from $6 to $12
comrades and soldiers brought to What woman lacks in logic she sup W
W
heimer, Wm. Kuder and Allen O. Bechtel of Upper Providence are
ing at 10.30, evening a t 7.45. Sunday School at per month.
Charles and Katharine Davis, of the notice of the Post. Comrade
Beiler, accompanied by Solicitor E. sons of Mrs. Catharine Bechtel.
Will
be
sold
a
t
public
sale, on SATUR
2.15 p. m.
plies in intuition. What she lacks
E. Long, Dr. Geo. W. Stein and May Mrs. Bechtel and Mrs. Kulp Worcester, visited D. S. Eauden- Jones had purchased another horse,
DAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1900, a t Spang’s
St, Paul’s Memorial Protestant Episcopal
in
strength
of
mind
she
makes
up
B u ild in g a L a rg e P o u ltry H o u s e .
bush and family, Sunday.
Lamb Hotel, Trappe, 25 fresh cows aud
as the one he was driving was too
-Steward Alderfer, of the Almshouse, live to round out a century.
Church, Oaks Station. Rev. B. J . Douglass,
springers direct from Lebanon county,
slow, and on the morning of his trial in finesse and delicacy. Capable, consisting
Robert Merrifield, of near Trappe, paid a visit to the Chester County
rector. Services on Sundays, 10.45 a. m., 3.30
of Durham, Holstein and Jersey
trip
with
the
new
borge
he
invited
For t h e I n d e p e n d e n t .
honest and intelligent women, unit cows. Gentlemen, this is a lot of big
p. m. Also Sunday School a t 2.30 o’clock in the is building a large poultry house on Almshouse and Insane Hospital,
Postmaster Henderson before he
U R S IN U S C O L L E G E N O T E S .
cows, big milkers, and money makers for
annex adjoining. Holy Oommhnion first Sun his premises and will engage in the Wednesday of last week, on a tour
A U T U M N A N D IT S “ G L O R IO U S left the post ,office to jump in the ed for the annihilation of wrong, are you. Come and make the prioes, and they
day in the month a t 10.46 a. m. service. The business of rearing poultry on an of inspection for the purpose of in
The
week
of
prayer
services
con
are yours. Will deliver all cows frce of
a
tremendous
power
in
politics.
In
IN D I A N S U M M E R . ”
seats in this church are free and a very cordial extensive scale.
wagon and try the new horse. Post
creasing their store of information. ducted by the Y. M. C. A. last
charge. Sale a t 2 o’clock. Conditions by
welcome is extended to all.
the
progress
of
civilization
woman’s
master
Henderson
contemplated
JOHN GRESS, Agt.
The melancholy yet often beauti
week, were well attended.
Lower Providence Presbyterian Church, Rev.
ful days of Autumn are fast speed taking a trip over the route, but his power and capabilities are becom Wayne Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
T h a n k s g iv in g D a y S e rv ic e .
F o r th e B u ild in g F u n d o f
0. R. Brodhead, pastor. Sunday School, 9.30
On Wednesday Ursinus football ing away, and soon will come “the assistant was away at the time or
a. m. Preaching, 10.30 a. m. Y. P. S. C. E., {
C h a r ity H o s p ita l.
Services will be held in the
team was defeated at Haverford by winter of discontent.” Why is it he would have gone with him, and ing more manifest. It is high time
UItLIC SALK OF OHIO
p. m. Preaching, 7.30 p. m.
Brethren church, near Gratersford,
The National Bazaar in aid of the the Haverford team by a score of that that peculiar state of the it might have been so, he too, might we break away from the barbarism
Lower Providence Baptist Church. Preach on Thanksgiving Day at 9.30 a. m. building fund of Charity Hospital 17-12. About 60 persons from the weather styled the “ Indian Sum have been fatally injured, or Jones that makes women intellectual in
FRESH COWS !
ing services 10.30 a. m. and 7.80 p. m., every In the evening there will be service was opened in City Hall, Norris College and borough were in attend mer,” which occurs annually at al with Postmaster Henderson’s •as feriors. Are we told that the poll
Sunday, "Rev. Wm. Courson, pastor. Bible at the home of Reuben Tyson, Min town, Monday evening under favor ance.
sistance,
might
have
brought
the
ing booth is not a fit place for wo
most the same period of time, even
school, 9.30 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday go, at 7.30
able conditions. The attendance
Beginning with the second week more so than the much predicted horse under subjectibn. But it was men ? Then I say it is the duty of
evening a t 7.30. Sliannonville Mission, every
was large, the supper for 25 cents in December, a course of lectures “equinoctial storms,” should so fortunate his assistant was absent
Will be sold a t public sale, on MON
second Sunday evening a t 7.30 ; Bible school,
was a great success, and the various will be given in Bomberger hall by generally be misplaced as regards or we might have been without a man to make it a fit place for her. DAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1900, a t Black
Sundays, a t 2.30 p. in.; prayer meeting, Tues
S u p p e r a t E v a n s b u rg .
Rock Hotel, 25 fresh cows and springers
postmaster. As it was, he immedi The admission that it is not so is in selected
booths proved to be attractive.
days a t 7.30 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
by me in Richland county, Ohio,
The ladies of the Evansburg M. Open every evening this week. prominent speakers. The course is the time and also its appearance. ately dispatched an ambulance to itself a disgrace.
Perhaps,
because,
frequently
there
assisted
by one of the best cow judges of
under
the
auspioesof
the
Y.
M.
C.
A.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev. E. Church, will hold their annual
The enterprise deserves patronage.
th a t county. They are all large cows, and
happens to be in the early part of the place the accident happened,
In Dublin, previous to the local will
S. Ii. Messinger, pastor, preaching every Sun fall supper in Kohn’s hall, on
average more than 1200 lbs. each, arid
October a period of pretty weather near Cromby, and the unfortunate government act, we had about 8,000 for milking
day at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p m. Sunday School Saturday evening, December 1, and
qualities will he sure to suit
Correspondence.
man was taken to the hospital,
at 9 a.m . Junior Endeavor prayer meeting,
often
accompanied
by
a
dimness
of
buyers.
Sale a t 1 o’clock. Conditions by
M
r
.
H
o
lla
n
d
’s
F
ir
s
t
T
e
r
m
.
voters,
none
of
whom
were
women.
are
making
special
preparations
for
where
he
died,
the
night
the
acci
Sunday, at 2 p. m. Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meet
T h e y W o k e H im U p .
HARVEY E. KLINE.
the atmosphere—probably due to
Now our voters’ list is about 45,000,
The November term of the United
ing, Sunday, a t 6.30 p. m. Congregational a successful and enjoyable occasion.
the vapors arising from the accumu dent occurred. The left eye was of whom at least 15,000 are women. W. Pierson, auct. I. E. Miller, clerk.
A
delightful
Social
event
occured
States
Court
convened
in
Phila
prayer meeting, Wednesday, a t 7.30 p. m. All
mass of decaying vegetation badly discolored; otherwise he Their votes have helped to secure
delphia on Monday last, and on at Trappe, Tuesday evening when lated
are cordially invited to attend the services.
TWO DAYS SALE.
S to re R o b b e d .
which
by this time has reached its looked quite natural. Undertaker the election of candidates pledged
Mr.
Henry
Moseley,
of
the
Roberts
that day the Grand Jury met
Deisher,
Son
of
Veteran,
had
charge
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. J. P. Rowland'
pUBLIC
SALK OF
climax.
Whereupon
a
large
major
Machine
Company
of
Collegeville,
The shoe store of Jacob K. Cole to listen to the numerous cases that
to social reforms. Our elections,
pastor.
Services a t 11 a. m. and 7 p. m.
ity of the people—many elderly ones, of the funeral.
was
treated
to
a
surprise
party
on
man,
in
Limerick,
was
robbed
Fri
since
they
were
given
the
power
of
were
presented
by.
United
States
Sunday School a t 9.30 a. in. Prayer service fol
1000 Ohio Turkey^,
day night of about fifteen dollars District Attorney Holland. The his 58th birthday. He had finished too—declare that, “now we have the
Water in the wells and Cisterns is voting, have been orderly and well
lowing' Sunday School.
worth of ladies’ and children’s term promises to be an unusu his supper, put on his slippers, and Indian Summer. ” But a quarter of very low, and in several places the conducted. Not the slightest dis 600 CHICKENS, 400 DUCKS and GEESE,
Services a t United Evangelical Church, shoes. The robbers gained en
of observation justifies us wells are perfectly dry. Dr. Ram- order took place at any booth.
35 FIN E COWS and 2 BULLS.
ally interesting one, in that several was comfortably dozing by the fire; aincentury
Trappe, next Sunday a t 2.30 p. m. Sunday
saying that that event very sel bo’s
the
good
wife
had
cleared
the
table
trance
by
prying
open
a
door.
But the new privileges of women
well has*gone back on him; and
new
cases
of
importance
are
to
be
School at 1.80 o’clock.
dom
occurs
until
the
middle
or
latter
&
g p
presented as well as a rfumber that and was recalling the happy years part of November: its duration be-, if we do not get rain shortly we will are not confined to the franchise.Augustus Lutheran Church, Trappe. Ser
have been held over since James M. of wedded life, when a stranger ing usually about a week or ten have to go back to canal water, an They may be elected to the City Will he sold a t public sale, on SATUR
M . E . C h u rc h , E v a n s b u rg .
vices next Sunday a t 10 a. m.
knocked
at
the
door,
and
soon
a
thracite gin, which is not pleasant Councils, rural Councils and Boards DAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1900, a t Bean’s
“Godliness has the promise of the Beck’s term of office.
host of friends filled the house. I days, although it has continued as to contemplate.
Trinity Church. Wednesday evening, prayer
of Poor Law Guardians. Mrs. Hotel, SchwenksVille, Pa., a t 9 a. m.,
life
which
is
to
come,
”
will
be
the
very nice Ohio turkeys, 600
caught a glimpse of some of them: long as two or three weeks, but
service a t 7.80 o’clock. Sunday : Sunday School
Maurice Dockrell, wife of a Dublin sharp, 1000
400 ducks and geese. Gentlemen,
text
of
the
pastor
next
Sunday
eve
F re ig h t C o n d u c to r Loses an A rm .
at 9 a. m., and preaching a t 10 o’clock a. in.;
Rev. Mr. Nyce, of Royersford, merchant, was elected a Councilor chickens,
Rev. Mr; Barrow and wife and son, sometimes only three or four days,
this
is
superior
stock and well worthy the
the J r C. E. prayer service a t 2 o’clock ; and ning. Service begins at 7 p. m.
if, during that time the weather will preach every night this week of the district of Blackrock, and on attention of buyers.
The sale will sta rt
Theodore Kershner, 36 years old, the Misses Custer, Mrs. John and
the Y. P. S. C. E. prayer service, Miss K ath Morning service: preaching at 11
is
cloudy
or
rainy,
then
of
course,
it
and while the revival meetings
Casselberry and daughter, Misses
first meeting of the Council she promptly a t 9 "o’clock a. m. Also on
ryn Laros leader, at 7 o’clock.
a. m. Everybody welcome to all of Bridgeport, met with a painful Mary Force, Anna Heyser, and would fail to appear at all-—«o far as continue at Port Providence. There the
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1900,
was unanimously elected Odeputy
accident on Sunday morning. Mr.
The pastor will hold preparatory services at services.
weather and a hazy state was a very large attendance at the chairman. In Templemore Mrs. a t 1.30 p. m., 35 extra Southern Ohio
Kershner is employed as a freight Emily Shupe, and others from beautiful
Skippackville on Saturday a t 2 p. m., and will
the atmosphere is required. As beginning of the revival services at Bracken, a graduate of the Royal cows, most of them fresh, with nice calves
administer the Hoiy Communion Sunday morn
conductor on the Reading railway. Lower Providence. Collegeville of
by their sides, and the balance are spring
P ro tra c te d M e e tin g .
every one knows, the Indian Sum Port Providence, Sunday evening. University of Ireland, was elected ers.
ing at 10 o’clock.
While attempting to couple two oak's was represented by Mr. and Mrs. mer
Also 2 bulls. Remember, the poultry
comprises a brief portion of the
The Mennonite Brethren in at Bridgeport he got his right arm W. P. Fenton, while .Murry Moore
The | astor will conduct a preaching service
chairman.
sale is on Saturday, Nov. 24th, and the
Joseph
Thomas,
the
general
man
on Monday, Nov. 26th. Condi
in Ironbridge chapel, Rahn’s Station, Sunday Christ will hold a series of pro caught and badly crushed between held up the dignity of one of the latter part of autumn, during which
I have yet to learn that either of cow sale
by
FRANK SCHWENK.
evening at 7.15 o’clock.
tracted meetings in the Little Brick the wrist and the elbow. The un back counties. Isaac Longstreth the prevailing weather exhibits the ager and station agent at Port Provi these women have suffered loss of tions
F.
H.
Peterman,
auct.
church, Trappe, beginning next fortunate man was taken to Charity and Dr. Warren Royer and wife and following conditions to a more or dence station, Pennsy R. R., has a dignity or domesticity from assum
very
difficult
task
to
keep
the
bums,
Sunday evening. Rev. George Hospital, where it was found neces their son Ralph, and Mr. and Mrs. less degree: There is a comparative
ing public duties. I am satisfied
H om e a n d A broad.
Campbell will be in charge of the sary to amputate the arm at the Joseph Jewel, represented the mildness of temperature; the air is tramps and tie walkers out of t6e that the entire community is better pU BLIC SALK OF
genial element of Trappe. Con often balmy, and so quiet as to station at that place. It wouldn’t because they have done so. For the
meetings.
elbow.
versation, vocal and instrumental closely approximate the ‘‘dreamy be out of place to name it “Bum sake of the many charming women I
—The predictions of the weather
Blankets, Carriages,
music
enlivened the occasion until days” that marks a portion of the mers Roost, ’’ as it would be a very have met here I should like to see
clerk during periods of drought W a n t to be M e r c a n t ile A p p ra is e r.
P ro lo n g e d D ro u g h t.
refreshments were served- Twice Spring season. However, it pre appropriate name.
HARNESS, ETC.
America take a leaf from our book.
The Commissioners will appoint
the long table was filled and wit sents its most peculiar feature when
—Are1about as reliable as
At
this
writing
the
prolonged
Will
be
sold
a t public sale, on THURS
Jesse
D.
Miller,
an
old
Mexican
a Mercantile Appraiser in Decem drought, continues and the scarcity flowed as- freely as the tea and the skies are clear, as the horizon is
DAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1900, a t the
war veteran and a veteran also of
—The goose bone, for instance. ber. The candidates are: Chester of
Market
House,
Phoenixville, Pa., a t one
s
t
a
t
e
n
o
t
i
c
e
.
then
bounded
with
a
dense
haziness
is keenly felt by many who coffee. The old were young again,
the civil war, residing in Allen
A. Knipe, Hatfield; Wm. Detwiler, arewater
E state of Andrew L. Gottfhalk, Jr., o'clock p. m., Horse Blankets, Carriages,
or
smoke-like
wall.
Indeed
some
and
the
youngest
of
all
was
Mr.
compelled
to
carry
the
needed
town, attended the funeral of our deceased. Letters of adm inistration in Harness, etc. See sale bills. No post
—An effort is being made to or Souderton; Enos Freed j Telford;
Moseley. At a late hour the com spectators of the scene have been late comrade John P. Jones. Com the above esta te having been granted to ponement on account of weather, .as sale
ganize a Chamber Knights of Friend Henry Whitman and Jacob B. Nice, article a considerable distance. pany
heard
to
declare
that
they
“smelled
all persons who have any is under cover. We make the sale; you
departed,
with
many
kind
Quite a number of farmers have
rade Miller, if he lives until Jan. 4, the undersigned,
ship at Limerick Square.
of FranCOnia.
against said estate are requested to make the prices.
difficulty in securing a supply of wishes for the estimable couple, the smoke!” This comical mistake 1901, will be 75 years of age. He claims
N. H. BENJAMIN & CO.
them w ithout delay to the under
is rather excusable when we con belongs to Post 45, Phoenixville, present
—Sylvester Mohan, a Norristown
water for their live stock, and many Mr. and Mrs. Moseley.
signed, and all persons owing said estate 8no3t.
sider the causé which gave this and
A N a rro w Escape.
youth, had his hands badly mangled
are
requested
to
make
immediate
payment
saw and grist mills throughout the
he has often walked from Col to
A. H. GOTTSHALK,
peculiar season its name. For the legeville
by the explosion of a gun barrel
A water-back in the kitchen range State are idle in consequence of the
to Phoenixville and back to
RIVATE MALE OF
S t a r R o u te M a ils .
Administrator,
early
settlers
inform
us
that
it
was
while out hunting Saturday.
at the residence of R. Scheetz, Nor prevailing drought. In the coal
attend
the
Post
meetings
when
he
Or
to
his
attorney,
Collegeville,
Pa.
Wm. H. Penn, assistant superin a regular custom of the aborigines lived at Collegeville. He landed at
ristown, exploded with terrific regions a number of mines are in
John T. Wagn.er, 415 Swede Street,
Extra Fine Steers !
—Turkeys sold for 15 cents per force,
Norristown, Pa.
8no.
operative for the want of' sufficient tendent of the railway mail service or Indians to fire and burn, in the Vera Cruz with Gen. Scott, and was
Friday.
Mrs.
Scheetz
and
pound in the Norristown markets, her daughter narrowly escaped with water.
from the Second Assistant Postmas Fall, the underbrush and wild grass engaged in the capture of the Mexi
Will be sold a t private sale, beginning
Saturday.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1900, at
ter General’s office, was in town in the valleys and on the mountain can capital in the Mexican war.
their lives. The explosion which
»HIVATE SALE OF
Beckman’s Hotel, Trappe, tw o car-loads
Friday in interest of the quadrennial sides; so as to allow them better op
wrecked
the
range
was
primarily
P o v e rty S o c ia l.
—Jacob D. Reiff, of Skippack,
of extra fine steers—feeders and butchers’
portunities
to
hunt
their
game—*
letting
of
star
mail
routes
which
is
We
called
on
William
Higgin
cattle, weighing from 700 to 1300 pounds,
has been granted a patent on a due to the carelessness of a plumber.
The Flower Committee of the now being advertised in all Eastern which was important, being their botham and he “teak our picturs”
eaeh. Those who wish to buy first-class
REAL ESTATE !
butter press.
Christian Endeavor Society of Trin and New England States. A star main support of life. Naturally the and treated us to some splendid
stock will he fully accommodated. Will
P h ila d e lp h ia M a r k e ts .
remain
a t Beckman’s hotel until stock is
ity
church,
this
borough,
gave
a
A Farm of 72 acres of productive land—
route is the continuation of the rail dense volumes of smoke arising music on the phonograph. By the
—The Norristowh Water Com
sold.
JONAS FISHER.
some
meadow
and
woodland—w
ith
modern
Winter bran, $16.50 and $11.00; poverty social in Fenton’s hall, way mail service, carrying mail from such large and long continued way, Mr. Higginbotham is becom
pany is to have a filtering plant,
and substantial improvements, in good reMonday
evening.
The
ticket
of
timothy
hay,
$17;
roller
flour,
$3.35
fires
made
the
atmosphere
very
from the offices on railroads to it#
ing quite a photographic artist, im
with a capacity of 4,000,000 gallons.
pair, in Limerick township on
@3.45; wheat, 71@72c.; corn, 45fc.;. admission entitled the holder to a land offices and connecting as near hazy and smoky, and our “early proving his spare moments in photo
»URLIO KALE OF
road leading from Schwenksville
Work was begun Tuesday.
oats, 28£c.; beef cattle, 4 to 5|; sheep cup of coffee, a sandwich, and Sara as possible with the most important settlers,” along with the natives be graphing. We had our phiz repro
to Limerick Square, midway be
tween said places. Variety of ex
—The Lower Providence Baptist and lambs, 2 to 4fc-; hogs, 61 to61; toga chips. Ice cream and candies mail trains. Two important changes lieved that to be the real cause of duced, and as we did not do much
fruit trees; ample w ater supply.Personal Property
Sunday School will hold their fat cows, 2f to 3f; veal calves, 5@71 were on the list of extras. The at have been made in this system the peculiar weather at that period injury to the camera, we tried it Will be cellent
sold on reasonable terms. For
Christmas festival on Christmas c.; dressed steers, 8i@9c.; dressed tendance was good and the business which will greatly improve the of the year, termed it “ Indian Sum again. Comrade Miller had bis further partinulars call a t the premises,
The undersigned, who will relinquish the
business of-farming, will sellât public sale
transacted netted a neat sum, which • service and give the country people mer. ” But the red rangers of the photograph taken at the same time. or address the owner,
Dayevening.
cows, 6@7fc. •
on THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1900,
JACOB MOSER.
will be devoted to purchasing flow that which closely approaches free forest, or the few that were left of
25oc.
Schwenksville P. Ô., Pa. a t his residence, near the Mennonite Meet
—During the season just closed
ers
for
the
sick,
and
for
decorating
There
were
four
Mexican
war
vet
them,
have
long
ago
departed
for
inghouse
in Upper Providence township,
rural
delivery.
Contractors
are
N a tio n a l T h a n k s g iv in g .
M. R. Shelly made 37,586 gallons of
the, church. The members of the required to live on or convenient to “the land of the setting sun. ” Ex erans belonging to Post 45, Phoenix
the following personal property: Horse. 8
Services
in
strict
keeping
with
cider at his press at Telford.
■; years old; 5 cows, 4 will he«
committee are to be congratulated the route and will be held immedi cepting a very few, like Powonto- ville—Carmack, McCloskey, Stroud pRIVATE SALE OF
..fresh within two months:!
the object for which an Annual
—Royers ford will shortly open a National Thanksgiving Day is upon the success of their venture. ately responsible for the service. namo, who on making his last visit and Miller. Carmack and McClos
*6 steers, (feeders) ; 8 shoats; 4(H)
key
are
dead.
Each
served
a
term
to
the
grave
of
Soouseetah,
snapped
sheaves of comfodder, hay arid
REAL
ESTATE
!
Thi§
feature
cuts
out
the
non-resi
night school for boys over 13 years appointed from year to year, by the
straw by the hundred. Market wagon,
dent and professional bidder, and his bow string, broke his arrows, in the civil war. A strange fatality
of age, who are employed during President of the United States, the
T r in ity C h u rc h .
A FARM of 46 Acres in Upper Provi lot wagon, with ladders; wheelbarrow; 20
gives all of the money to the local dropped them upon the sacred has visited Post 45. John Johnson
the day.
township, Montgomery county, near ft. ladder, 12 ft. ladder, 2 barrels of vine
Governors of the many Common
The Rev. James W. Meminger, people. Any person living con mound of his father, and then de was killed in the Exeter wreck. dence
Black
Rock Bridge, on the road lending gar, 5 bushels choice seed potatoes, onions
wealths
joining
in
the
same,
will
be
of St. Paul’s Reformed church, venient to the route, except within parted to die of grief, (or by his George Francis, killed while log to Phoenixville and Royers,'or<l, formerly by the bushel, Wiard plow, spike harrow,
—A fine Jersey cow, valued at
held
in
Trinity
church,
this
Lancaster city, Lancaster Co., will the incorporate limits of a city, or own hands,) in some secluded glen rolling, near Charlestown Village. the Nicholas Vanderslice property. There one-horse roller, comsheller, Planet Jr.
$100, belonging to Benjamin Know
seed drill w ith fixtures, rope and pulley,
on is a stone house w ith eight
les,’of Springmount, drank a quan borough, Thursday morning, the preach in Trinity Reformed church within eighty rods of a post office, can in the mountains and valleys he Comrade Deisher, thrown from his rooms,
nearly new; pulverizer, hoe harrows, new
a large dry cellar; barn
29th
inst.,
at
10
o’clock.
of
this
borough,
on
this
coming
tity of paint from a painter’s kettle
set of heavy harness, for lead or lot
place a box on the immediate route loved so well—as doubtless did wagon while in Mont Clare, and and outbuildings in good repair.
wagon; butter chum and worker, 2 dozen
Sunday morning, services to com of the carrier and have his mail de others of his kind. Many decades died from injuries received there Over 200 fruit trees, mostly in
and died.
milk
3 bedsteads, one a tmndle bed;
mence at 10 o’clock. Mr. Memin livered free of expense. This will have come and gone since “that from. Comrade Carter, thrown from bearing condition. This is a desirable table,pans,
L a d ie s ’ A id S u p p e r.
and numerous other articles not
property.
For
further
information
apply
—The pupils of the Lansdale
ger
is
well
and
favorably
known
to
a
cart
in
which
he
was
riding,
The annual supper of the Ladies’
mentioned. Sale a t 1 o’clock, sharp.
enable the farmer,, who is incon noble race and brave” kindled their
on the premises, or to the owner,
schools of the borough have pro Aid
Conditions by
J. H. YOUNG, Spring City, Pa.
Society of Trinity churcn, this many in this community, and while venient to a postoffice, to get his > autumn fires in the valleys and on drawn by a runaway horse. Com
vided themselves with individual borough,
D. WEBSTER FAVINGER.
lioct.
will be held on Saturday a student in Uusinus College, and daily paper and other mail quickly the mountain sides; not even a wig rade Jones, killed by his horse run Clothing Store.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. J. G. Detwiler, cl’k.
drinking cups.
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in
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School
of
Theology,
he
ning
away
while
distributing
the
wam
sends
forth
its
curling
smoke
evening, December 8. The ladies
and regularly. Contracts will be
took an active part in the literary let to the lowest responsible bidder, in the morning sunlight, for they mail on this rural mail delivery
RIVATE SALE OF
—Aged Mrs. James Sweeney, of will provide an excellent bill-of-fare, and
pUBLIC SALE OF
religious
activities
in
the
Consbohocken, fractured an arm and the social features of thé event parish. The general public is in and any person who wishes to bid have vanished—before the all-grab route. During the year Comrades
Berge,
Williamson,
and
Moll,
died
bing
white
man.
Yet
the
hazy,
will
be
decidedly
pleasant,
of
course.
can
receive
all
necessary
information
and ankle by a fall down stairs.
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The proceeds will be used to help vited to come to hear him dispense from any postmaster. Bids must dreamy,beauteous “Indian Summer” a natural death. The Post also
—A dog that had been sent to pay for the new heaters which have the gospel.
buried
Charles
Detrick,
of
a
Phila
regularly makes its periodical ap
Will be sold a t private sale, a farm of
be
filed
in
the
Second
Assistant
Will be sold a t public sale, ’on THURS
Philadelphia by train . walked 40 recently been placed in the church.
Acres in Lower Providence township, DAY,
Postmaster- General’s office by De pearance. It is generally believed delphia Post, who died at his son’s 23
NOVEMBER 29, 1900, on the prem
on a public road leading from Providence ises
miles back to the home of his old The-place where the supper will be
residence,
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and
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to
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The
improve
master, William Edelman, in Potts- held will be announced later.
weather prevailing during a certain buried in the soldier’s circle, in r s ! . meats comprise a stone house 34 miles west of the Borough of Trappe, the
1, 1901.
property: Two horses,
town.
Somewhere near the stone quar
'E f n f t by 20ft., w ith 7 rooms; outkitchen following7 personal
part of the autumn does not occur Morris cemetery.
cows; chickens and turkeys.
■■!!§§Lattac led; porch whole length of
in
any
other
part
of
the
globe,
but
Falliagtop
buggy, spindle wagon,
—The fifth death from diphtheria F iv e P e rs o n s N e a rly S u ffo c a te d by ries above, Consbohocken station
PERSONAL.
was a beautiful day; pass "ft'P S h r.n .B Stone bam 30x36 ft.,
there is an earth current that seri
sleigh, market wagon. Tbreednch
geographical writers and travelers forMonday
was reported in Spring City Mon
with
stabling
for
4
horses
and
6
cows;
Indian
Summer.
C o a l G as.
tread farm wagon with bed, '
ously disturbs the working of the
straw slied and wagon house attached. manufactured
day, when Emma Rachael, the 10Mrs. Milton Wagner, of Rox- inform us that the same thing takes
Shaffer, Merkle &, Co.,
Five persons had a narrow es Hall signals of the Reading Railway borough, visited relatives in College place in various countries, although
The land is fertile aud well watered, in of Fleetwood;byMcCormick
year-old daughter of Albert and
While
walking
over
the
truck
reaper « ap t*
addition to several springs there is a
in a much less degree than, in North patch of Mr. Wheeler’s, Thursday stream
Julia Quigg, passed away. So far cape from being asphyxiated by system at that point. The condi ville on Saturday and Sunday.
and
binder,
right-hand
cut, o p e n X J t
of
w
ater
running
through
the
America. In some places it is very evening, a near cut home, Robert place. Excellent orchard and ample elevator; Champion mowing machine, hay
17 cases have been reported in the coal gas duning Sunday night. tion of the weather has a marked
They were Mrs. Sarah A. Goshaw, effect on this foreign current, as
Mr. and Mrs. Francis J. Clamer slight. However, in Spain it shows Tomes and lady friend spied a variety o! fruit. For further particulars rake, hay tedder, Pennsylvania cultivator
twin boroughs.
with com marker, plank roller, hay lad
of Norristown, and her four child during moist, humid weather the are the guests of friends in New itself pretty emphatically, and is ’possum out for a ' cabbage supper, call on or address
ders, 2 springtooth harrows, grain drill,
—More than 10,000 Endeavorers ren. Mrs. Goshaw was awakened interference is noticeable. Up to York City. They will visit Mr. there quite appropriately styled the and they did not do anything but lioct. JOHN S, SMITH, Eagleville, Pa.
2 W iard and 2 Syracuse plows, single,
double and triple trees, hay hook, rope
attended the opening sessions of the by terrible pains in her head. She this time electrical experts have not and Mrs. G. Z. Vanderslice, of “Little Summer.” Indeed the su transplant that ’possum from the
and pulley, block and tackle, timber, cow
C. E. Convention, in Philadelphia, finally succeeded in raising a win been able to locate this current, Trenton, before they return to perbly grand scenes of an American truck patch to the roasting pan.
and other chains, manure boards, rakes
o k kale .
dow, and the fresh air revived her. which interferes with the delicate Collegeville.
Tuesday.
Autumn, especially in Penn’s great Why, dear me, they bad a ’possum
forks, grain cradls, scythe and sneath.
White fan-tailed pigeons, a t a bar and
instruments
of
the
signals.
The
She
aroused
the
other
members
of
and wedges, axe, crosscut saw, two
alone afford a most supper on Monday evening.
gain; 50 cents per pair; w orth $1.00. Ap maul
'—Philip Bender, a farm hand, the household. All are now out of most reasonable theory is that it isMiss Wakelin, of Philadelphia, Sylvanland,
sets
of lead harness, collars, fly straps,
magnificent spectacle which charms
ply to
JOHN BARRETT,
while currying a horse at Bridge danger.
double
plow line, blind and headwas
the
guest
of
her
sister,
Mrs.
caused by a vein of iron ore near the
Collegevilie, Pa. halters,lines,
George Scott, who has been in the 15no
true lover of nature. Apropos
two sets of single harness, hay,
port, had an epileptic fit and fell
W. M. Urban, at Uusinus College every
place.
There
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no
risk
as
to
the
huckstering
business,
tenders
his
we
append
a
versé
from
the
‘‘Lum
comfodder, com, lot of barrels, potatoes
under the animal’s feet and was
safety of trains- on this account, for a few days.
by the bushel, Delavel cream separator
B e q u e s ts to U r s in u s C o lle g e .
thanks to his many customers for 'VfOTIUE TO GUNNERS.
bermen’s Song” :
kicked to death. Bender was 50
No. 2, farmers’ boiler, ice box, 2 mixing
however,
because
if
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get
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patronage.
All
who
have
had
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is
hereby
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th
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all
gun
Miss
Mary
M.
Brownback,
de
Miss
Minnie
Weinberger
spent.
“Wide around their woodland quarters
years old.
troughs, large feed chest, w ater trough,
any dealings with him have treated ners and sportsmen in quest of game are Enterprise
Sad-vOiced Autumn grieves,
ceased, late of Uwchland, Chester out of order they show danger Sunday in Sumneytown.
cutter, lard press, butter
to trespass upon the premises of box, Reid’smeat
—Citizens of East Bradford, county, Pa., has willed to Ursinus always. The trouble with this
Thickly down the swollen waters
him fairly and squarely, and he has forbidden
butter worker, churn with two
the undersigned, and th a t offenders will handles, thirty-quart
Float his fallen leaves,
milk can, cream and
Chester county, have organized a College $2,000 for the endowment of foreign current is that it causes the
not
lost
anything
on
his
venture.
Jesse D. Miller, of Allentown,
be dealt with according to law :
Through the tall aud naked timber,
other buckets, washing machine, iron ket
vigilance committee to wage war On two scholarships, memorials to her signals to show danger when such called on a number of his friends
Wm. Prizer,
Collegeville.
Mr. Scott expects to move on the
Column-like and old;
pot rack, cook stove and pipe, parlor
Henry K. Boyer, Skippack and Lower tle,
sneak thieves who have been com nephews. The residue of her estate is not the case, holding trains up about town, Monday.
Walts farm, near Audubon, shortly,
Gleam the subsets of November
stove and pipe, window shades, screens,
Providence.
W ith their skies of gold,” ,
F.
mitting depredations in the vicinity is to be divided between the Board and causing the railroad much in
bedstead,
rocking chairs, washstand, and
and
try
farming
awhile.
Thinks
he
John Poley,
Upper Providence.
Adam Mensch has removed from Pottstow n, Pa.
hundred and one articles not men
lately.
knows enough about farming to D. H. Casselberry, Lower Providence, one
of Home Missions of the Reformed convenience.
his farm home, near Yerkes, to
No sutlers allowed. Sale to com
Skippack and Upper Providence. tioned.
raise a good crop of speckled beans.
mence a t 1 o’clock, p. m. Conditions :—
—Portland, Me., was selected by Church and Ursinus College. A
Pottstown, for the winter.
Samuel Sperry, Lower Providence.
Six
months’
credit on sums of ten dollars
sister
of
Miss
Brownback,
Mrs.
the National Grange, Patrons of
FROM OAKS.
Lower Providence.
F IG H T A G A IN S T M I L K T R U S T .
Harry Campbell, who has been M. A. Fry,
upward.
M. B. SCHRACK.
A. N. Croll, formerly of this
Davis Raudenbush, Upper Providence. and
Husbandry, at Washington Tues Melinda H. Acker, who died several
afflicted
with
a
carbuncle
on
the
Wayne Pierson, auct.
A big fight is brewing between vicinity but now engaged in the
J. K. Harley,
Trappe.
We laid our good old comrade back of his neck, is improving, the
day, as the place for the next annu years ago, also willed to the college
J.
M.
Zimmerman,
Clerk.
Irwin Weike!.,
Trappe, Pa.
al convention of the grange. Three, the residue of her estate, to become the Associated Milk Exchange, com hotel business at Ricblandtown, John P. Joues to rest in the ceme doctor having lanced the intruder.
Heury Zimmerman, Collegeville.
monly
known
as
the
Milk
Trust,
Bucks
county,
was
in
town
Mon
available
after
the
death
of
another
Jacob Weidenbach, Upper Providence.
cities, Portland, Detroit and Mil
tery at Green Tree, Saturday after
jgHERIFF’S SALE OF
and the farmers and dairymen of day.
The employes of the sections on J. R. Wanner, Lower Providence.
waukee, were contestants for the sister.
noon,
and
there
were
few
dry
eyes
M. Y. Weber, Lower Frovidence.
the
Pennsy
and
Perkiomen
railroads
Pennsylvania,
New
York
and
New
honor.
R.
P.
Baldwin,
the
real
estate
D. Reiff, Collegeville.
Jersey. The expected outcome will agent, and Harvey K. Moyer, of among the old boys when the casket, will work nine hours for a day dur A.
REAL ESTATE!
Henry Grubb, Collegeville.
A n E le c tio n W a g e r .
—R. Winter & Son, of Royersfor d,
be a complete revolution in the price Philadelphia, returned Monday holding the remains of him we loved ing the winter season.
F. R. Deeds, Lower Providence.
By
virtue
of a w rit of Levari Facias,
so
well,
who
was
the
life,
the
spirit
will furnish Cypress shingles from
Prior to November -6, “ Wrep” of milk to the average consumer. In
Sunday morning services will be
issued out of the Court of Common Plpas
North Carolina for the new roof to Himes, of Lower Providence Philadelphia alone upwards of 300,- from a hunting trip to the western of our post, was laid to rest. We discontinued
of Montgomery county, to me directed,
at the Union church
be placed on the Old Lutheran wagered Henry Bower, proprietor 000 quarts of milk are used daily, part of the State., > They succeeded loved, him as a brother, and no
will be sold a t public sale, on WEDNES
bagging eight wild turkeys and death, not even of a brother, affected at Wetherill’s corners during the J^IVEBV AND
DAY, DECEMBER 5, 1900, a t 1 o’clock
church building at Trappe.
of Perkiomen Bridge hotel, that for which the consumers pay the in
p. m., in Court Room No. 2, a t the Court
those of his comrades so much as winter months as is customary.
three Democratic members of the sum of $24,000. Of this large amount some other game.
House, in the borough of Norristown, said
BOARDING STABLES county,
did the death of Comrade Jones.
Lamps are to be put on all the
Legislature from this county would the farmers and dairymen receive
the following described real
M a tr im o n y .
Let us stop and consider. Are we switches on the Perkiomen railroad. A t Perkiomen Bridge Hotel and a t the estate:
be
elected,
it
being
agreed
that
the.
but
$9,000,
while
the
Trust
and
its
F
airview
Village
a
n
d
Saturday evening, November 18, loser should convey the winner in
th a t certain messuage aud 2 condoing our duty as comrades, as Who. says prosperity aint a pros
Railroad Hotel, Collegeville, Pa.
rake in $15,000. Dur
at the Lutheran parsonage, Trappe, a wheelbarrow from Perkiomen distributors
is tracts of land situate in the borVicinity.
citizens, doing our duty to our pering.
ing
the
summer
the
farmer
receives
of Trappe, said county, to w it:
by Rev. W. O. Fegley, Mr. Wm. W. Bridge to Trappe. “Wren” who
selves, not forgetting the duty we
T
E
A
M
S
TO
H
I
R
E
Communion
services
at
Provi
2f
cents
per
quart
for
the
milk
sup
1, Beginning in the middle of a pubFreight is heavy on the Perkio
Stetler and Miss Alice Cook, both is the light weight of the two in ply, and in the winter time 3 cents dence Presbyterian church on owe to Him who is the Captain
,d; bounded by lands of the Methomen
R.
R.
and
large
quantities
of
A
i
all
hours.
Passengers
conveyed
in
hack
t>f Yerkes, were-united in wedlock. dividuals to the contract, is the
lurch, another public road, lands
a quart. The city housekeeper pays Sunday next. Preparatory lecture of our salvation. Our Post was iron ore is shipped over the road at o carriage to any destination desired.
r late of Henry Poley, Tract No. 2,
loser by a decided majority, and it 8 cents a quart, and the profit to the on Saturday afternoon at half after called upon to give up the brave the
dd first mentioned public road, conpresent
time.
HORNE
CLIPPING
every
weekday.
and dashing cavalryman Comrade
g 37 acres and 72 perches of land,
is reported that he will do the trust is over 250 per cent. As it is two.
Deafness Cannot be Cored
jr less.
Diesher, my old friend Comrade
The Saint Paul Memorial Sunday
performance this neither the farmers, dairymen, nor
j® "C arriages, harness, blankets, etc.,
By local applications, as they cannot reach wheelbarrow
Emily,
the
five-year-old
daughter
2, Beginning in said public road,
ed by Tract No. 1, lands now or late
the diseased portion of the ear. There is (Thursday) evening at 7.30. It is consumers have anything to say of A. M. Rader, of this village, died Berge, Comrades Williamson, Moll School is practicing music for the for sale a t reasonable prices.
and
Carter.
But
it
was-not
enough,
services
on
Thanksgiving
Day.
ob Hefflefinger and others, and said
only one way to cure Deafness, and that is not announced that the Collegeville about the industry. The trust not on Sunday morning last. The child
HENRY YO ST, JR.
road; containing 18 acres and 80
a greater sacrifice was demanded,
by constitututioual remedies. Deafness is fife and drum corps will accompany only fixes the retail price, but it had been suffering for more than and Comrade Jones was taken.
:s of land. The improvements are a
the
procession.
‘‘Wren”
says
the
also
decides
at
what
rate
the
farm
l three-story brick dwelling house,
caused by an *Inflamed condition of the
three weeks with diphtheria and Death struck'down a true, a noble
Editor Sees Wonders.
H 33 ft. 6 in. by 18 ft. 6 in., w ith a
•mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. first upset will be1liable to occur ers must part with their milk pro rheumatism. The remains were man, a brave, courageous soldier, a
Chas.
L.
Pettis
&
Co.,
Bouvett’s Collegeville duct. A systematic canvass for interred on Monday afternoon at
1L, 2).< story brick annex 23 ft. 4 in.
Editor W. V. Barry of Lexington, Tenn.,
TVhen this tube gets inflamed you have a opposite
good
citizen,
a
true,
sincere
friend,
© b y 16 ft., porch front and on side,
in exploring Mammoth Cave, contracted a
weeks and months has been going Boehm-’s Reformed Church, Blue
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and hotel.
ns on first floor, 5 rooms on second
severe
case
of
Piles.
His
quick
cure
through
a noble man, an American. Well
on
among
the
farmers
and
dairymen
3 rooms on third floor, cellar and
Bell.
using Bucklen’s Arnica Salve convinced him
when it is entirely closed Deafness is the re
may
we
mourn.
Our
eyes
were
of
Pennsylvania,
New
Jersey
and
kitchen, well and pump a t door;
Six Frightful Failures.
DRESSED POULTRY, GAME, FURS,
it Is another world’s wonder, cures Piles,
sult, and unless the inflammation can be
still
moist
with
the
tears
for
our
smoke house attached to dwelling,
Miss
Katharyn
Lewis
severely
New York by representatives favor
Injuries, Inflammation, and all Bodily Erup
EGGS
AND
BUTTER
Si* terrible failures of six different doctors
taken out and this tube restored to the nor
and spring. Barn, stone stable
Comrade
Carter,
who
we
laid
away
tions. Only 25c. at Cdlbert’s drug store.
able to the milk producing interests, sprained her ankle last week, but
42 ft. 6 in. by 60 ft. 4 in., stabling for
mal condition, hearing will be destroyed nearly sent Wm. H. Mullen of Lockland, O.,
to rest but a few short weeks ago,
is now able to be about again.
and
it
is
proposed
to
do
away
with
to
an
early
grave.
All
said
be
bad
a
fatal
2 0 4 D u an e S t., N ew Y ork.
les and II cows; well and pump in
forever ; nine cases out of ten are caused by lung trouble and that he must soon die. the trust and the middlemen, who
we are called to mourn the
Pig pen, chicken house, frame shop
Mrs. Fannie B. Morgan spent when
EARLY MEETING.
catarrh, which is nothing hut an inflamed But be was urged to try- Dr. King’s New are gathering in all the profits, and
~al house, outbuildings, orchard.
loss
of
a
brave
soldier,
our
comrade
Write
for
our
present
paying
prices.
The
yearly
meeting
of
the
Upper
several
days
visiting
relatives
in
in execution ns tue
condition of the mucous surfaces. We will Discovery for Consumption. After taking sell the milk as nearly as possible
John Paul Jones. He was a mem Providence Live Stock Association will
give One Hundred Dollars for any case of five bottles be was entirely cured. It is direct to the consumer. In this way Philadelphia last week.
ber of Co. G, First Pennsylvania be held a t J. Spang’s Lamb Hotel, Trappe,
BEFEBENCES:
positively guaranteed to cure all diseases of
Monday, December 3, 1900, a t 1 o’clock
Deafness (caused by catarrh) that can Throat, Chest and Lungs, including coughs, the farmer will get a better price
Reserves; a grand body of men; on m.
The Board of Managers will meet DANIELS & CO., Bankers, 6 Wall St., N. Y.
not be cured by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure. colds, la grtppe, pnenmonia, bronchitis, for the milk and the consumer will
Down money $75.00.
The best protection against fevers, pneu Pennsylvanians, fifteen thousand p.
a t 9 o’clock a. m. By order of the Board, All Commercial Agencies, Express Co.’s,
Sheriff’s Oflflce, Norristown, Pa., Nov.
8tnd for circulars, free. F. J. CHENEY asthma, bay fever, cronp, wbooping congb.
Dealers in Produce ln U. 8 and Canada,
men:
One
rifle
regiment,
one
cav
monia,
diphtheria,
etc.,
is
in
building
up
the
JOHN
D.
SAYLOR,
President.
save
at
least
two
cents
on
each
& CO., Toledo, O.
13,
1900,
50c. aud $1.01). Trial bottles free at J. W.
Established
Trade
of
over
20
years.
John
Wanner,
Secretary.
15ho
alry, one artillery, twelve infantry
system with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
quart,
Rail’s Family Fills are the best.
Culbert’s drug store.
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Y erk es a n d Vicinity.
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Cash Bnyers of all Kinds Country Produce
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C onstipate !ij
Headache, Biliousness,

Her Knowledge of Chinese.

A young woman at a watering place
one summer made a reputation as a
profound linguist In a rather odd man
Heartburn,
ner. She called one day at a Chinese
where she had left a shirt
Indigestion, Dizziness, laundry
waist, but it could not be found, as
Indicate that your liver
there was no entry in the book of hiero
is out of order. The
glyphs corresponding to her pink slip.
best medicine to rouse
After a half hour’s search the China
the liver and cure all
man found the entry. A mistake had
these ills, is found in
been made, so the entry was crossed
out and a new set of hieroglyphs in
tiny characters placed below. She was
told th at the waist would be laundered
35 cents. Sold by all medicine dealers.
Immediately, and she could get it the
next day.
The next day the young woman call
KAIL ROADS.
ed for It, accompanied by three other
young women. At the seashore the ex
citement of a visit to the Chinese laun
dry Is not to be despised. The China
man to whom the pink slip was pre
sented was not the laundryman of the
day before, and he experienced the
Engines Bum Hard Coal—No Smoke same difficulty In finding the identify
ing character, finally saying, “Not In
book.”
IN EFFECT MAY 20, 1900
The girl answered calmly, “I can find
T r a in s L e a v e C o lle g e v ille .
It,” and the Chinaman allowed her to
F ob P e r k io m e n J u n c t io n , B r id g e p o r t take the book. Turning the leaves un
a n d P h il a d e l p h ia —Week days —6.26, 8.12
til she came to one th at had an entry
11.30 a. m.; 5.59 p. m. Sundays—6.39 crossed out with another in tiny char
U. m.; 6.13 p in.
F ob A l l e n t o w n —Week days—7.14,10.08 acters under it, she handed It to the
a. m.; 3.17, 6.36, p. m. Sundays—8.30 a. Chinaman. “There it Is,” and, to his
surprise, he found it.
m.; 7.39 p. m.
“You only lady I know splk Chi
T r a in s F o r C o lle g e v ille .
nese,” he said. And the other girls
L e a v e P h il a d e l p h ia —Week days—6.06,
8.58 a. m.; 1.8é, 5.21, p. m. Sundays—7.06 looked upon her with admiration.—
Kansas City World.
a. m .; 6.21 p. m.

H o o d 's P ills

IF YOU WANT TO BE RELIEVED
OP YOUR CORNS AND BUNIONS, USE

SURE CORN CURE,

Sundays—7.45

- A .T

-------

C ulbert’s : D rug : Store,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

—7 00, 9.51 a. m.; 2.55, 6 20, p. m. Sun
days—8.13 ». in ; 7 22 p m.
L e a v e A l l e n t o w n — Week days—4.25,
б. 55,9.45 a. in.; 4.35 p. m. Sunday—4.35
a. m.; 4.35 p. m.
ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
IN EFFECT OCTOBER 15, 1900.
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street wharf
and South Street wharf, for Atlantic City :
Weekdays—Express 9.00 a. m., 2.00, 4.00,
5.00, 7.15 p m. Accommodation 8.00 a. m.
5.30 p. m. Sundays—Express 9 00, 10.00
a. m. Accommodation 8 00 a. m., 5.00 p.m.
Leave Atlantic City Depot—Weekdays—
Express 7.35, 9.00, 10.15 a. m., 2.50, 5.30, p.
m. Accommodation 8.05 a. m., 4.05 p. m.
Sundays—Express 4.80, 7.30 p. m. Accom
modation 7.15 a. m., 4.05 p. m.
Parlor cars on all express trains.
For Cape May—Weekdays—9.15 a. m,,4.15,
p. m. Sundays—9 15 p. m.
For Ocean City—Weekdays—9.15 a. m.,
4 15 p. m. Sunduys—9 15 a. m.
For Sea Isle City—Weekdays—9.15 a. m.,
5.00 p. m.
New York and Atlantic City Express,
leaves New York (Liberty Street) 3.40 p. m.
and Atlantic City, 8 30 a m. Detailed time
tables at ticket offices.

W. G. BE8LER,
EDSpN J. WEEKS,
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen’l Pass. Agent.
R. F. REAVER, Asst Gen. Pass’r Agt.
Reading Terminal, Philadelphia.

Fat Policemen.

ESTIMAT EN FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

M A IN

S T ., C O L L E G E V I L L E , P A .

=

O T JIR , =

D EPA RTM EN T
Occupying a section of the pleasant second
floor, is so thoroughly well stocked and so
thoroughly well prepared to meet every
demand, really more so than it ever was,
that to take up a single line and w rite of it
is more of a task than would imagine, be
cause they all have their merits.
There are all kinds of fine domestic
rugs here, and they are priced like any
other commodity that we handle—on the
small profit basis.
If you are contemplating having your
home rugged and carpeted, or only a single
room, it will certainly interest yon to visit
this department.

“Have you ever noticed th at nearly
all policemen get fat?” asked a man
who keeps his eyes open. “This would
seem to disprove the theory th at walk
ing in the open air Is a means of reduc
ing superfluous weight. I have known
new policemen to start on their beats
weighing no more than 125 pounds. In
six months they would tip the scales at
150 and In a year reach the 200 mark.
I t must be the slow sauntering In the
open air th at does it, for I have noticed
th at while policemen grow fat the.
house sergeants, who are confined to
Great Slaughter in Prices !—For the stations, are Invariably thin. Those
the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made who patrol the streets gain the maxi
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order mum weight In about three years. The
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the muscles then harden, and despite their
benefit of these prices,—everything else in apparent burden of flesh the men usu
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots, ally develop great activity. One of the
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc. best runners and jumpers I know is a 80 and S3 Main St.
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box policeman who weighs nearly 300
313»aBd 315 DeKalb St.
pounds.”—Philadelphia Record.
trade a specialty.

I. H. B R EN D LIN G EK S

W . E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA

When in Norristown, Pa.,
STOP AT THE

RAMB0 HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).
---- oOo----

BLACKSMITHING

CARRIAGE PAINTING

t ® - CollepYlDe Carnap fo r k

RUBBER TIRES
W. J. OGDEN.

A Misunderstanding. 1

My past experience at _the business hav
ing proven satisfactory to those whom I have
served, I feel encouraged to continue my
efforts in the same direction. With a feel
ing of much appreciation for favors received
In the past, I hope to merit the future patron
age of the public.
1ST Will meet trains at a'.l Stations. Or
ders received by telephone'or telegraph. 9-5
VTOKBMTOWN HERALD BOOK
-1^1 BINDERY. Binding, Job Ruling,
Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given
special attention. Magazines bound and and
repairing done quickly and cheaply. Esti
mates cheerfully furnished. Address,
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor

Coal, Lumber,
F

Mr. G. W. Steevens In his book, “In
India,” says th at the first sight of that
country is amazing and stupefying, be
cause everything is so noticeable th at
you notice nothing. The common crows
are blue, the oxen have humps. I t is a
new life in a new world. In describing
the native life he gives.this story of
their Indifference to punishment:
A simple ryot the other day had said
goodby to his relatives and was pinion
ed, when suddenly he asked to speak
again to his brother.
“Recollect,” he said, “it’s 20 kawa
surs of barley th at man owes me, not
dawa surs," which are smaller. Then
he turned and was hanged without
moving a muscle.
Another man, a Pathan, was being
hanged, when the rope broke. The
warder bade him go up on to the scaf
fold again, but he objected.
“No," he said; “I was sentenced to be
hanged, and hanged I’ve been!”
“Not so, friend,” argued the warder.
“You were sentenced to be hanged un
til you were dead, and you’re not
dead!”
I t was a new view to the Pathan,
and he turned to the superintendent,
"Is th at right, sahib?”
“Yes; th at’s right.”
“Very well. I didn’t understand.”
And he went composedly up the steps
and was hanged again.

E

E

D

.

W m . H. G ristoek’s Sons,
C O

L L E G

E V

3 Inches square, bore a hole through It
the size of the pipe or tube and slip on
the pipe to center, taking care to have
a tight fit. Now have the tinner solder
another elbow (B) on the other end of
the pipe. Procure two glass chimneys
for incandescent gas lamps, such as
can be purchased at any hardware
store In most towns. These chimneys
are not quite two inches In diameter
and eight inches long. Cement one of
these glass tubes (D, D) Into each of
the elbows (B, B).
The level Is now complete and needs
only to be adjusted on a tripod. For
this, If the farmer does not care to
make it himself, use an ordinary tripod
for a photographic camera, which can
be bought a t photographic supply
store and will cost about $1.25 or $1.50.
Fasten level on the tripod when in use
by screwing the small screw In tripod
head Into the wood block (C) holding
level. The whole device will not cost
more than $2 or $2.50.
To use the level, fill tube with water
until the water rises In glass tubes to
a height of three or four Inches. By
looking through the glasses over the
w ater surface the operator can signal
to his assistant to raise or lower the
target on a foot stick the same as done
In practical surveying, and thus estab
lish a horizontal. Now by deducting
the height of water le ver above ground
from height of target he can ascertain
the difference- In height between the
place level stands and where assistant
has planted the foot stick.
In addition to the foregoing an Ohio
Farm er writer sketches an arrange
ment for hanging hogs when scalding,
etc. I t is made by taking a large pole
about 50 feet long for lever and an
other about 16 feet long for post. Set
this post four feet In ground and have
made a clevis shaped iron (A) to sup
port lever on the post. This clevis is
about one foot long and wide as post
after squaring, with a crosspiece weld
ed on near middle of bottom or round
part. A three-quarter inch hole is made
through bottom of clevis and center of
crosspiece, through which an iron pin
is run and driven into top Of post, so as
to permit clevis to revolve on post.
Make a five-eighths inch hole in the
long pole or lever about 12 feet from
large end. Raise lever up and hang In

UP-TO-DATE STYLE8 AND THOUSAND TO
SELECT FROM !
We are Manufacturers and Wholesalers.

SOFT HATS, 50c. to $2.50.
8TIFF HATS, *1.00 to $2.50.
BOYS HATS and CAPS, 25c. and 50c

T R A C E Y , th e H a tte r,
263 High St., Pottstown.

38 Main St„ Norristown.

I L L E ,

Main and DeKalb Sts., Morristown, Pa.
JOHN W. LOCH, Pres’t. F. G. HOBSON, Treasurer and Trust Officer
PAYS 8 P E R CENT. Interest on Time Deposits. PAYS 2 PE R CENT. Interest on Active
Accounts. Acts as Executor, Trustee, Guardian, Assignee, Committee, Receiver, Agent, and in
all trust capacities. Becomes Surety for those acting in fiduciary relations. Insures Titles toReal
Estate and mortgages. Insures certified general searches. Rents Boxes in burglar proof vaults.
Send for book with full explanations.

A Very Important Matter
For Farmers to know is where to get the BEST CHOPPING
done and where to get a full line of the BEST FEED, such as Wheat
Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn,
Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., etc., at the lowest Cash prices.
. You will find it at

—OF—

NORRISTOWN, PA.
Directly opp. the Post Office and
One Square from the Court House
The Trust Accounts in the Al.
bertsou Trust and Safe Deposit
Company have grown threefold
in the last, three years. This Com
pany carefully and judiciously
invests all Trust Funds in first
mortgages on Montgomery County
Real Estate.
Investments so
made are entirely separate from
the Company Fuuds, and each
mortgage is properly ear-marked
with the Estate to which it be
longs. Charges moderate.- At
tention prompt.
WILLIAM F. SOLLY,
P r e s id e n t .

In all the earlier stages of growth of
com the greater share of the protein is
found in the leaves, and even when the
corn is ripe enough to cut but little
over half of it is found in the ears.
This fact calls attention to the neces
sity of carefully housing and preserv
ing the fodder.
A good hop crop is expected In west
ern New York, and satisfactory prices
everywhere, with a generally lighter
crop than last season.
The Long Island farmers now talk of
a return to raising beef cattle, which
years ago was a profitable occupation.
It is believed that there will be good
profit in local stock raising for market,
and the farms will also be enriched.
A variety of tomato recently coming
Into note among Long Island truck
growers Is the Quarter (jentury, which
is on the order of the popular Acme.
Its vines are strong and stocky. The
fruit sets In large clusters and ripens
evenly.
The Connecticut tobacco crop is call
ed the largest and best for years. An
experimental crop of Cuban tobacco Is
reported as naturally spotted.

SAMUEL E. SYCE,

OF

Secretary.

The Independent
$ 1.00.
-------- oOo-------If you are not a subscriber,
join the INDEPENDENT’S
large and interesting family of
readers, and don’t postpone do
ing a good thing.

Choice Bread

different or trifling character.
Quality, not mere quantity,
should be the first consideration
of every well conducted news
paper. The readers of the

newspaper that has served
them for 20 years and more.

STORING CELERY.

H. E. BRANDT, -

Wheeler SW itonM am tariit Co.

For Sale hy

-

- ROYERSFORD, PA.

PENNYROYAL PULS

We are uow prepared to ofler
our customers goods at prices
never before heard oft
Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
ing from $12 to $50, are the best fn the
market, and are well worth Inspection.
Parlor Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
be equalled.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, In Solid
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
finest.
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
Lounges, Coucher, Hall Racks and Fancy
Book Cases, that cannot fail to attract your
attention, both in quality and price.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
Sweepers, Toilet Set6, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Our line of Carpets is complete. Best
Inrgain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
at 32 cents.
Pictnre Frames made to order.
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
Make your selections early, while stock is
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
All goods delivered free.

M FURNISHINGS®

Undertaker ** Embalmer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attention.

John L. B ech tel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Measures out her time and Sewing,
Wanton waste with care avoiding.

Packing It In a Trench —Keeping
For Family Use.

Furniture Warerooms!

I N D E P E N D E N T are its
friends and they are true to the

W
illitheChangesoftheSeason

“Wheeler & Wilson”

Fresh From the Factories, now

t^~ COLLEGEVILLE
FOR

The INDEPENDENT does
not aim to publish a great quan
tity of reading matter of an in

We have seen all manner of expedi
ONE-TH IRD S A V E D
ents used and advised for protecting
Stitching
that requires a full hour on any
young fruit trees from the attacks of
*
*
*
mice and rabbits. Shields of wire net machine can be done in
F O R T Y M IN U TES
ting are very efficient for this purpose,
*
*
*
*
*
but, besides being comparatively ex on the
pensive, they are liable to cut Into the
bark and injure the trees fully as much
as the circumvented rodents. In ex
posed localities, where winds were se
vere, we have seen many trees ruined
by this sort of protection. In the west
ern states cornstalks and newspapers
are often tied about the trunks of
young trees and are generally satisfac
tory. Smearing the trees with blood,
tar, dendrolene, raupenleim and other
mixtures is apt to prove a disappoint
ment in various ways. In our own ex
perience we have found quite as much
success in merely banking up about the
trees with earth, says Country Gentle
man.

Furniture
on Exhibition at the

Established - - 1875.

IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of CakeB and Confection
ery always on band. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
end, and have the scalding vat direct Weddings and Parties.
ly beneath this chain. Set a bench or
JOHN H. CU STER,
platform beside vat about one-half
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
height of the vat, to scrape hog on, and 22ju.
next to this platform erect a post with
four crosspieces on top to hang hogs
on. Fasten a small rope to small end
of lever to pull it down with when lift
ing the hog in and out of scalding re
Comes the need of other Clothing,
ceptacle on bench and to hanging post.
And ’tis then the thrifty housewife

Vice President and Trust Officer.

CLEMENT J. CRAFT,

THE 0LDST AND

—= Y ou C an Do a s = —
—= Y ou = —

Monuments, Tombstones,

THE ALBERTSON

Safe Deposit Co.,

’Peone No. 18.

If You

Samuel E. Mowrey,

Have
Anything
To sell and want to sell it, ad
vertise in the INDEPENDENT
and yon will sell it. Adver
tising pays every time.
Real Estate, Personal Prop
erty and Live Stock Sales, or
Sales of any kind, advertised in
the INDEPENDENT, are sore
to attract bidders and buyers.

P. J. CLAMER.

Enterprise - Marble - Works.

MUNN
& Co.3*,B",dwi*’ New York
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C.

Agricultural previties.

Celery is best stored in trenches.
Truckers usually dig a trench not over
Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. a foot wide and just deep enough to
sink the tops of the plants to the sur
We will be glad to see you, and supply your WANTS at short notice.
face leveL In taking up the plants
Respectfully,
some soil may be left on the roots. NEW NO. 9 FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.
PROOF CONVINCING.
Most growers knock all the soil off to
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.
save space. Pack the plants in the More work done,
More time saved,
trench very closely together; then ei
More money earned.
ther lay a single board across the top,
ALL IN THE SYSTEM.
which covers it, or make a species of This secret of superiority lies in the mechan
ical construction.
trough from two boards, put together
Well and decidedly better than
in a Y shape and place this cover over B all Bearings give ease and speed in ru n 
the trench. Close the end with straw The ning.
Rotabt Hook, which does away with
or leaves, so th at there will be some
the use of the vibrating shuttle, pro
ventilation.
duces
that even beautiful stitch seen on
Can anywhere else by placing your orders with us. We defy competi When cold weather begins, put some
“ WHEELER & WILSON” WORK.
tion and our work will
Cheapest and Best.
soil over the top and later coarse
A postal card will bring full infor
manure if desired. As the celery mation.
sweats a good deal when first stored
it Is hot wise to put the soil covering
you. Try us.
on at once, but it must be put on when
Cemetery work in all its branches. No contract too large or too really cold weather starts. Some grow 1312 C H E S T N U T S T R E E T ,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
small for us. All work guaranteed as represented. Finest stock and ers use a wide trench, making It about
four feet wide, a board being run Opposite Wanamaker’s.
designs to select from.
through the center to keep the celery
T
CJ A v r A T ) Proprietor o f MARBLE WORKS, from crowding too closely together.
G. W . Y O S T ,
• Jj . O A J l Jj U I V ,
c o l l e g e v il l e , p a .
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
This is covered with a peaked roof of
boards, having ventilators at reasona
ble distances, which are filled with lit
ter In very severe weather to keep the
CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH
frost off.
Where only a little celery Is grown
for family use It is quite practicable
to stand the plants in a box deep
H . E . B R A N D T , P rop rietor,
enough to hold them, having a layer of
loam on the bottom. A few holes may
(Successor to D. T. Buckwaiter.)
be bored into the sides of the box, and
through these a little water can be giv
0 F ITA b l e No r Rg r a n i t e AN m a r ' en from time to time as the loam dries
out. Such a box as this may be placed
In the Finest and Latest Designs, at Low Figures.
in a corner of the cellar, and the celery Gold metallic boxes, sealed with blue ribbon.
Take no other. Refuse danserons substi
Every description of CEMETERY WORK, COPING, GALVANIZED RAILING, &c., will then keep well.
tutionsand imitations. Buy of yourDruggist,
promptly executed.
send 4e. in stamps for Particulars, Testi
Still another way for the home grow or
monials and 44Relief for Ladle*,”in letter,
¡3T~ All stock on hand, including Fine Monuments and Tombstones, will be sold at er, says Rural New Yorker in conclu by return Mail. 10,000 Testimonials. Sold by
a sacrifice tor make room for new work.
sion to the foregoing, is to take the old all Druggists.
CHICHESTER CHEMICAL CO.
soil and manure out of the hotbed, put 9100 Madison Square,
PIIILA., PA«
M
entionthispspen
in a little loam and stand the celery

H

culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year ; four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.

—AND—

By the first part of October sugar
beets are ready to harvest, the first
planting generally a few weeks earlier.
But as the beets increase in tonnage
mostly In September and the first part
of October the harvesting with full
force should not be started before the
middle of October,, according to in
structions of one of the beet sugar corntwo horse puller which iooseus the
beets but leaves them in the ground.
After this the beets have to be pulled
by hand and topped with a corn knife
at the base of the bottom leaf and caD
then be shipped to the factory or siloed
a t the field and shipped later, after the
beet growers have finished their other
farm work.
________

d arn er’s Collegeville Grist Mills,

—EE P lease EE—

Ahandsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir

T R U ST

close together in this. Cover with the
shutters and when very severe weath
er comes fill the frame clear up to the
top with hay or leaves. Replace the
sashes or shutters and pile hay or
straw over the top.

AND

Protection From Mice.

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain onr opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securingpatents.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific A m e ric a n .

AND •

Cakes

A Kolaeleu Ring Game.

The small rubber rings th at are used
in every household with which to seal
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable. preserve jars may be made the means
of much amusement when a lively
Both English and German spoken.
game is desired for the amusement of
friends. First obtain a smooth head of
a flour or sugar barrel and see th a t the
P. K. Gable, Proprietor. pieces are' all fastened together, form
ing a circular board, or any smooth
board about a square foot in size will
serve the purpose.
Procure ten coat hooks of medium
size and secure them into the board
and mark above each hook Its number,
ranging from No. 1 to No. 10. A hole
---- and ----may be made In the upper end of the
board or a screw eye Inserted by which
to hang it upon a nail In the wall.
No. 10 Is a sort of a “bullseye,” and
each player, having three of the rubber
---- AT THE---rings, takes turns In throwing them
from a position about ten feet away,
endeavoring to “hook” as many on the
board as possible. A score is kept of
Good materials and good workmanship.
Special efforts to give all patrons of either the points gained by each player, the
one first getting 100 points being the
department satisfaction. THE BEST
winner. However, exactly 100 points
must be made. For instance, If a play
er has 99 he has to work for “hook No.
1,” as any other hook would carry him
IN THE MARKET, and only the best, put over the mark. This difficulty adds to
on wheels at reasonabl3 prices. Inferior the interest of the game.
rubber tires are dear at any price ; get the
An advantage,of the game Is th at no
best and full value and ample satisfaction noise is made nor damage done by the
for money expended.
rings, and It may be Improvised by any
boy or girl.—New York Sun.

T R A P P E , PA.

A land level costs about $25, which
makes the possession of one by the av
erage farmer a m atter of too great an
expense, although he often has use for
It In accurately fixing the fall of
drains, the slope of irrigated fields, lev
eling the foundation and floor of a sta
ble, etc. The Illustration shows a home
made level which answers the pur
poses mentioned very well. , First have
made a w ater tight tin tube (A, A)
about 3% to 4 feet long and 2 Inches in
side diameter, with an elbow (B) on
one end. Take a wood block (C) about

A Bishop's Retort.

At a dinner party a young man was
once talking rather foolishly about
Darwin and his books, and he said to
the blshop*Of Winchester (Wilberforce),
“My lord, have you read Darwin’s last
book on the ‘Descent of Man?’ ” “Yes,
I have,” said the bishop, whereupon
the young man continued: “W hat non
sense it is talking of our being de
scended from apes! Besides, I can’t
see the use of such stuff. I can’t see
what difference It would make to me If
my grandfather was an ape.”
“No,” the bishop replied; “I don’t see
th at it would. But it must have made
an amazing difference to your grand
mother F’
•
The young man had no more to say.

and Beast.

Undertaker * Embalmer

HOTHIHQ BUT BBST

Inexpensive Homemade Level
and a Handy Hoff Hanger,

NORRISTOWN, PA.

ISHF* First-class Accommodations for Man

JOHN S. KEPLER,

FARM CONVENIENCES.

BO U T J

Harvesting Sugar Beeta.

The Unique Horn of the Unicorn.

The horn of a unicorn was shown at
Windsor castle and in 1598 was valued
,a t over £10,000. Lewis Vertomannus,
a gentleman of Home, saw with his
own eyes two unicorns presented to the
sultan of Mecca by a king of Ethiopia.
They were in a park of the temple of
Mecca and were not much unlike a colt
of 30 months of age. This was in 1503.
The animal became extinct about the
end of the seventeenth century.
The unicorn is represented In the
ruins at Persepolls, and it was adopted
by the Persians as the emblem of speed
and strength. In the middle ages It
was the symbol of purity. The unicorn
hated the elephant, and it used to whet
Its horn on a stone before It struck the
foe In the abdomen. No family, by the
way, should be without one of these
horns, the average length of which is
four feet. They defend from witch
craft. Thus Torquemada had one al
ways on his writing table. Further
more, a drinking cup made from one
will be a safeguard against poison, as
will the ground powder put In drink,
and Indeed the wells of the palace of
St. Mark could not be poisoned in the
good old days of adventure because
these beneficent horns had been
thrown Into them. Unicorn’s horn was
formerly sold by apothecaries a t $120
an ounce.—Boston Journal.
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L e a v e B r id g e p o r t —Week days — 6.43,

L ea v e P e r k io m e n J u n c t io n —Week days

------ T O ------

: 10 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

Philadelphia &
Reading Railway

9.36 a. m ; 2.19, 5.59, p. m.
а. m.; 6.59 p. m.

SOMETHING

50 YEARS’
E X P E R IE N C E
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Get Your
Posters
Or whatever Job Printing yon
may need from time to time, at
the INDEPENDENT Office.
We will try to serve you well
and give full value for value
received.
--------oOo--------

The Independent,
Collegeville, Pa*

Work Done at short Notice.
Estimates and Information
Cheerflilly Given.

Address P. 0. Box 477, Spring City, Pa.
-^-COLLEGEVILLE*-

Carriage-Works!
R. H. GRATER, P ro p r.
Have Now in Stock : Corning Eleutic Spring Top Buggy, spring back ; two
Second-hand Runabout Wagons, one Second
hand Surrey.
All Kinds o f Carriages
and Business Wagous.
Repairing of all kinds will receive prompt
and careful attention.

PATENTS,
Caveats and Trade Marks obtained, and all
Patent Business conducted for J f O DES A T S
F E E S. Our office is opposite the U. S. Pat
ent Office, We have no sub-agents, all busi
ness direct, hence can transact patent busi
ness in less time and at less cost than those
remote from Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with de
scription. We advise If patentable or not,
free of charge. Our fee not due till patent
Is secured. A book, “ How to Obtain Pat
ents,” with references to actual clients In
your State, county, o* town Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,

Opposite Patent Office, Washington, O. C»

